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CEO'S UPDATE

Time For A Champion
Let’s hope that our (relatively) positive run with Covid in South Australia can continue in the weeks ahead
and that we can start to set our sights on getting back to something like normal. A ‘new’ Angle Park – or
at least a heavily upgraded version – is a good starting point for a return to normal life, even though
density limits and masks may take a little longer to shake off. A touch of spring weather will certainly bring
everyone up a notch or two and get people feeling better about things. But arguably, the greatest tonic
would be the discovery of a new local champion as our feature race season hots up.
There’s more than one reason why SA might boast that next champion. Confidence amongst local
breeders is clearly on the rise, and is one of the most positive indicators of where the sport is headed
in this state. The number of litters in FY21 has jumped well above anything we’ve seen in recent years
and, from a quantity perspective, that will start to flow into positive outcomes for nomination depth and
wagering outcomes. Even more pleasing, however, is the evident focus on quality in relation to mating
selection, which will ultimately pay off in the form of litter success rates and the overall competitiveness of
our SA racing product.
Whatever happens in the weeks ahead, as we push towards the light at the end of the tunnel, we have top
level racing to look forward to and bright prospects beyond that.
We look forward to welcoming you all back to headquarters.

Matt Corby

CEO, Greyhound Racing SA
matthew.corby@grsa.com.au
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Victa Haydn produces another feature win
GAWLER
Sunday July 18 at Gawler greyhounds was a unique night in
many ways. It was a celebration of 50 years of greyhound
racing at the track with a special Anniversary Cup race, and it
was also the running of the prestigious Gawler Produce Final.
In the 50th Anniversary Cup race, See You Smile from box
1, was near the lead into the first turn, but then was able to
break clear of the field and set up a handy four length buffer
over her rivals. See You Smile maintained that margin by
running a good time of 30.84 secs to win for Ben Rawlings of
Lewiston, with Two Hands George second for Tim Richards of
Meningie, and Zipping Sultan third for Ken Gill of Lewiston.
The Gawler Produce looked a tricky race on paper, with
plenty of chances, including four runners from the same
litter from the Rasmussen kennel. Spring Lilac was away the
best from box 1, but was headed at the first turn by Gemtree
Maximus (5), which quickly established a three length break
and appeared to be going well. However nearing the back
turn, Gemtree Maximus started to lose ground, and entering
the straight, Spring Lilac took the lead, only to be overtaken
by Victa Haydn (3) as they neared the line. Victa Haydn won
by just over a length in the time of 30.93 secs, with Spring
Lilac second for Vadim Roz of Lewiston and Victa Grosso (6)
in third spot.
Victa Haydn and Victa Grosso are from the same litter and are
trained by Tony Rasmussen for the My Four Girls Syndicate,
managed by Kerry Braun. Another of the litter, Victa Daryl
ran fourth for connections, but the success on the night did
not finish there for the “Victa” team. In an earlier race on the
program, the Produce Consolation, they provided the first
four placegetters, also from this remarkable litter. That litter
which consisted of 12 pups, has had 10 individual winners, with
another two yet to race. They were bred by Ron and Joan
Schadow of Victor Harbor, and are owned by their daughters.

Ron and Joan Schadow with Victa Haydn after winning
the Gawler Produce Final.

Victa Haydn with connections after winning the Gawler Produce Final.

Ron described the result as “just beautiful” and was a happy
man after being connected with his first win in the Produce.
He said that the bloodline of this litter from Victa Victoria,
which had started with a racing female named Teelah that
he had purchased, was excellent and produced very good
natured pups.
Ron who has been in the sport for a long time, and can
remember his first winner at Barmera back in 1975, was very
complimentary of Tony and Lisa Rasmussen for their rearing
and training of the litter, from eight months of age. It is a
family affair with the Schadows, with plenty of help coming
not only from their daughters, but also grandchildren Braydn
and Brodie Hondow who did a lot of the early lead training
with the litter. They both also recognised the whole team
approach that has gone into the rearing and training, which
has made the litter the success it has.

See You Smile with trainer Ben Rawlings and connections after winning the
Gawler 50th Anniversary Feature.

Ron commented that he has three more litters aged from
three to five months being reared at the moment, and with
the current litter just starting out their racing career on such
a great note, the family should have plenty of success and
enjoyment over the next few years.

The 'Victa' quartet of Kurt, Mikey, Maggie and Emma who claimed the first
four in the Gawler Produce Consolation.
4
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Aston Olenna is a Basman is 2021's
'straight-up' star in Champion Puppy
the making
GAWLER

MURRAY BRIDGE
Aston Olenna and trainer Dave Peckham claimed the 2021
feature race double at the Murray Bridge straight track by
winning the SA Straight Track Championship on August 4th.
The son of Aston Bolero and Aston Selena, Aston Olenna
also won the SA Straight Track Cup back in May and was
the favourite going in to this final. Heavily backed, he began
brilliantly to get the lead early from box 8. Shavano for Bec
Romyn was one of the main dangers to Aston Olenna and
also jumped well from box 6 while newly crowned track
record holder Craggy Island missed the kick slightly from
box 7. The two leaders from 6 and 8 were able to avoid the
trouble behind them, as Crush Your Enemy ran to the middle
of the track, and pinched a clear break on the field. From
there, with his brilliant acceleration, Aston Olenna was never
going to be caught and went on to win in a fantastic 18.58s
for the 350m trip ahead of Shavano and Ransom's Pride for
Bec Romyn. Shavano also finished in second place to Aston
Olenna in May's Straight Track Cup continuing the close rivalry
between the two chasers.
Owned by Ray Borda, Aston Olenna has now had 9 wins and
4 placings from his 15 career starts. Unfortunately the National
Series connected to this series has been postponed due to
Covid restrictions - stay tuned for announcements on new
dates for that series.

The feature event on Sunday August 8th at Gawler was the
running of the 2021 Champion Puppy. It is one of the special
features normally programmed for decision at Angle Park,
but with that track undergoing a major track upgrade,
some races were transferred to Gawler. With the imminent
reopening of Angel Park, this will be the last of these
special feature races to be run at Gawler.
To be eligible for the Series over the 531m distance,
greyhounds had to be whelped after 1st July 2019. Two Heats
were conducted on the previous Sunday, with the first four
greyhounds in each race qualifying for a run in the Final. It
was a very even start and difficult to pick a leader, but as
they rounded the first turn out of the straight, Canya Razor(4)
momentarily led, but was then passed on the outside by
Basman (6), which landed a length in front of Canya Razor
but was unable to break away. In the home straight Basman
was too strong and held off a fast finishing Came And Went
(2), to take home the chocolates. Came And Went finished
1½ lengths away in second spot, with Canya Razor a further
½ length away in third position for Lisa Rasmussen of Murray
Bridge.

Both Basman and Came And Went are trained by Troy Murray
at Lewiston, and owned by Terry Hill in Sydney. Terry, a well
known NRL identity, has had many greyhounds in Troy’s care
over the years. Taking a keen interest in breeding, Terry has
enjoyed major success with greyhounds that he has bred and
have been prepared by Troy, having bred the 2020 Gawler
Gold Cup winner Major Major, and also the runner up, Golden
Night. Terry also owns Golden Night, with Basman being from
the next litter from their mother, Hillary.
The result of the race was well received and provided plenty
of excitement to the connections at the track. Troy is no
stranger to winning this race, having won it previously in 2012
with Sometimes Speedy, and in 2015 with Aston Eclipse. Aston
Eclipse was owned by Ray Borda, and his company, Fresh Pet
Food Co, is a supporter of the event and the Greyhound as
Pets program.

GRSA Board member David Lewis presenting Dave Peckham and
Aston Olenna with the SA Straight Track Championship trophy.

Connor Murray with Basman after winning the 2021 Fresh Pet Food Co
Champion Puppy FInal.
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NEWS

Racing Report
Racing Manager Shaun Mathieson

Angle Park to recommence
on Thursday 26th August
GRSA advise that the rescheduled date for a return to racing at
Angle Park is listed as Thursday night 26th August.
It was planned for Saturday 21st August however has been
delayed due to a snap lockdown and unexpected high rain fall
that has affected our schedule. There will be a full trial schedule
available as we return to racing at Angle Park in the coming days.

to continued maintenance work in that area, with the necessary
temporary fencing in place to restrict access. GRSA advises trainers
will need to access the race track via the Trainer Car Park ramp.
Angle Park trial sessions are listed below, with the Murray Bridge
and Gawler sessions remaining as per the current schedule
unless advised otherwise•

APK TRIAL SESSION - Friday 13th August – Trials (Morning) @
8am start FINISH ON LURE ONLY

•

APK TRIAL SESSION - Saturday 14th August – Trials (Morning)
@ 7am start

•

APK TRIAL SESSION - Wednesday 18th August – Trials
(Night) @ 6pm start (there will be no trials at Gawler on this
night – all STAT trials for Gawler will be done on the
Thursday morning)

•

APK TRIAL SESSION - Friday 20th August – Trials (Morning) @
8am start

•

APK PICNIC AND TRIAL SESSION - Sunday 22nd August –
(Morning) @ 9am START FOR PICNIC MEETING. Trials
conducted after which need to be booked. (Murray Bridge
morning trials will be cancelled on this day)

•

Delete: Angle Park– Wednesday 1st September 2021 (TAB) Day
Add: Gawler – Wednesday 1st June 2021 (TAB) Day

APK TRIAL SESSION - Wednesday 25th August – Trials (Night)
@ 6pm start (there will be no trials at Gawler on this night
– all STAT trials for Gawler will be done on the Thursday 		
morning)

•

Delete: Murray Bridge – Friday 15th October 2021 (TAB) Day
Add: Angle Park – Friday 15th October 2021 (TAB) Day

APK FIRST RACE MEETING - Thursday 26th August – RACE 		
MEETING (NIGHT)

•

Apk Saturday 27th August – Trials (Morning) @ 7am

•

Apk Monday 29th August – RACE MEETING (NIGHT)

•

Apk Tuesday 30th August – Trials (Night) @ 6pm

•

Apk Thursday 1st September – RACE MEETING (NIGHT)

The Date changes are listed below to accommodate changes in
August and in October with the Gawler Cup Heats to be run on a
Monday night Delete: Angle Park – Saturday 21st August 2021 (TAB) Morning
Add: Gawler – Saturday 21st August 2021 (TAB) Morning
Delete: Angle Park – Monday 23rd August 2021 (TAB) Night
Add: Murray Bridge – Monday 23rd August 2021 (TAB) Night
Delete: Murray Bridge – Tuesday 24th August 2021 (TAB) Day
Add: Gawler – Tuesday 24th August 2021 (TAB) Day
Delete: Gawler – Wednesday 25th August 2021 (TAB) Day
Add: Murray Bridge – Wednesday 25th August 2021 (TAB) Day
Delete: Angle Park – Friday 27th August 2021 (TAB) Twilight
Add: Gawler – Friday 27th August 2021 (TAB) Twilight

Delete: Gawler – Sunday 17th October 2021 (TAB) Night
Add: Murray Bridge – Sunday 17th October 2021 (TAB) Night
Delete: Angle Park – Monday 18th October 2021 (TAB) Night
Add: Gawler – Monday 18th October 2021 (TAB) Night

Angle Park start up plan
– trialling and racing
Greyhound Racing SA (GRSA) provides the following return to
racing at Angle Park schedule, that will see our first race meeting
on the new track conducted on Thursday night 26th August.
The schedule incorporates an expanded trialling schedule, which
hopefully provides all participants with sufficient opportunities to
trial their greyhounds in a lead up to racing.
GRSA wishes to emphasise that the Angle Park venue still has
a number of works elements in progress (separate to the race
track), which will result in restricted access to different parts of
the complex. GRSA asks for a degree of understanding from
our participants as we look to have all remaining elements
completed for the meeting on Thursday 26th August.

When Angle Park returns to racing on Thursday 26th August the
trial schedule will revert to –
•

Angle Park Tuesday night and Saturday/Sunday morning 		
(depending on racing)

•

Gawler Monday morning and Friday morning (STAT)

•
Murray Bridge Wednesday night one turn, Monday morning
on both tracks and Thursday on straight track. These sessions will
be monitored depending on their support. STAT will be done
on Wednesday nights for the one turn while the STAT for the
Straight track will be done at race meetings where possible (less
than 12 races). As we move towards daylight saving in October
consideration will be to have STAT for the Straight track available
on Wednesday nights.
No reference has been made to Mt Gambier on this schedule as
this does not affect their racing or trialling

As such, the Kennel House will NOT be available for access for
the trial sessions on Friday 13th and Saturday 14th August , due
6
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Nominations close at 9am on Wednesday 18th August and can
be done via the ozchase online process or by fax.
Fields will be announced on Wednesday 18th August with all
nominated greyhounds being selected.
For 4 or 3 dog fields GRSA will pay $175 for first and $50 for
second after scratching’s. For 2 or less GRSA will pay $125 for first
only after scratchings. GRSA will pay $20 for those greyhounds
not receiving prizemoney. GRSA will pay $60 per trainer at the
meeting.
For further information please contact the GRSA on 08 8243 7100.
•
GRSA will conduct normal trials after the Picnic meeting has
been concluded which will need to be booked through the Trial
Booker or by phone. These will be open for bookings on the
Thursday prior to the Picnic meeting and closing on the Friday.
Please note:
- Performances at the picnic meetings are non-penalty. Results
will show up in a greyhound’s form but will not have any bearing
on a greyhound’s future selection prospects.
- GRSA reserves the right to alter or change any conditions of this
meeting depending on nominations received.

Grading of Angle Park
new distances
With Angle Park having new distances for racing it is likely
they will be considered as if they are on a new track which will
mean that for the 342m, 530m, 595m and 730m all dogs will
start as new.
Effectively meaning they will be Maidens, Grade 6’s or Grade 5’s.
GRSA has been working with OzChase how to best manage this
with this decision part of the Agenda for the upcoming Grading
Review Panel meeting now on Monday, 16th August.

Grading Review Panel meeting
on Monday 16th August
The next GRP meeting will be held on Monday, 16th August
at the offices of GRSA with an Agenda provided to the
panel members.
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Kennelling will be from 7.45am to 8.30am. Greyhounds will be
graded into events as if they had not raced at the venue based
on normal grading guidelines. Distances will be 342m, 530m,
595m and 730m. All races will run into the Catching Pen

YHOUN
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In preparation for a return to racing at Angle Park on Thursday
26th August, GRSA will host a picnic meeting on Sunday, 22nd
August. This will be a morning meeting starting at 9.00am with
only named and cleared greyhounds invited to be drawn into
half fields conducted every 10 minutes.

A fantastic month
rewarded for star stayer
G

Angle Park picnic meeting
Sunday 22nd August 2021
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RUN

FANTASTIC
RADLEY

OF THE MONTH

July

TRAINER OSSIE CHEGIA
Greyhound of the Month for July was Fantastic Radley
for trainer Ossie Chegia. The son of Fernando Bale and
Fantastic Dotty had another great month of racing winning
all three of his starts at Murray Bridge over the 680m and
lowering his own track record on two occasions.
He won all three of his starts by a combined total of 25.75
lengths dominating the Murray Bridge 680m and running
amazing times stamping himself as the greyhound to beat in
the State Final of the Distance series.
At the end of the month Fantastic Radley record stood at 21
starts for 10 wins and 6 placings and earnings around $41,000.
The Run of the Month for June was also awarded to Fantastic
Radley for his track record performance for trainer Ossie
Chegia at Murray Bridge over the 680m on Thursday 29th
July. Again he matched up against Sir Truculent and again
he gave him a beating continuing on his winning run. He led
throughout winning by over 12 lengths in a blistering 38.35
and lowering his own track record by almost 4 lengths.

t
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Podcast

Keep an eye - and ear! - out
for upcoming editions of our
podcast 'The Dogcast!'
Catch the podcast via the GRSA website,
Apple Podcasts, Spotify and you can
now watch on YouTube.
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RACING REPORT

Fortnightly Saturday
morning meetings

Oaks and Derby Preludes on Sunday, 12th September while the
Oaks and Derby along with the 2021 GOTBA Waterloo Cup on
Sunday, 24th September at Virginia.

The next meeting will be on Saturday, 21st August at Gawler
which is a Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to Best” rating.
Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or
more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered
except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney.
Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No
Guarding. Refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.
• Nominations close Wednesday, 18th August at 9.00am.
The meeting after this will be back at Angle Park on Saturday,
4th September which is a Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to
Best” rating. Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens,
1-4 wins & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are
not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway
Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by Grader. There
will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time Based Grading” published
conditions.
$890 Six Fastest Forward (1-4 Wins) Heats – 342m (Max 4 Heats
- $1,430 Final Monday 13/9/21. Selected from Worst to Best of
this category. Final field will be a 6-dog field plus reserves,
comprising of the greyhounds running the fastest times in the
heats, regardless of their finishing position in those heats)
• Nominations close Wednesday, 1st September at 9.00am.

Daish Irrigation & Fodder
vouchers for Murray Bridge
The Murray Bridge GRC has been able to secure some $100
vouchers from their sponsor Daish Irrigation & Fodder to be
used on heat and final series’ over the next 12 months.
In the All Tracks calendar these races will be highlighted which is
a terrific initiative of the Murray Bridge GRC.

Gawler Classic 2021 this month
The first series for the SA bred greyhounds which are paid up
for Classic 2021 will be the Gawler Classic over 400m (short
course). It is a special event and no penalties apply.
The Heats will be held on Tuesday, 17th August for $1,600 with
the Final on Tuesday, 24th August for $3,300.

Gawler Show only on Saturday
and Sunday
With the Gawler Show only being on Saturday 28th August
and Sunday 29th August for a limited event this year there
will be some minor changes to Gawler meetings that will be
transferred to Murray Bridge.
Racing at Gawler will be on Friday, 27th August with Sunday,
29th August held at Murray Bridge on the One Turn. This should
be the only change with racing back at Gawler on Wednesday
1st September.

GOTBA Oaks, Derby and
Waterloo Cup in September
Feature meetings for Coursing come up in September with the

8

The Oaks and Derby are for bitches and dogs whelped on or
after 1/7/19 with greyhounds required to have competed at
Coursing to be eligible. The Waterloo Cup is always a feature on
the Clubs program and is much sought after.
Coursing dates are Sunday 15th August- Cancelled
Sunday 29th August
Sunday 12th September
Sunday 26th September
Sunday 10th October

Border Challenge (Mt Gambier
v Warnambool) series
postponed to later this year
After consultation with the Mt Gambier GRC and Warrnambool
GRC the Border Challenge series between the two Clubs has
been postponed again.
The Mt Gambier series was to be run on the 22nd and
29th August, however, due to ongoing SA and VIC border
restrictions both Clubs felt it should be postponed to ensure
the series viability. The Clubs are looking at reprogramming for
later in the year.
The Conditions for the series are:
Maximum of 2 Heats. If 1 Heat first 4 through, if 2 Heats first two
through to $5,800 Final over 512m at Mt Gambier.
Trainer must have had starters at 15 Mount Gambier meetings in
the past 12 months.
Trainer must have trained the greyhound nominated for the
previous 3 months.
Greyhound must have started at least four times in the past 12
months at Tara Raceway.

Mount Gambier cross border
bubble at 70km
We advise that the SA Government now have a 70km cross
border bubble so only those trainers from Victoria with that
exemption will have nominations accepted for upcoming
Mt Gambier meetings however these directions do change
regularly.
GRSA would be hopeful this changes in the coming week
to allow more of our Victorian friends across to support the
South East venue. In the meantime the Club have been very
appreciative of the support from the local trainers and those
from Metro Adelaide ensuring none of their meetings have lost.

Prov 1 prizemoney for Mount Gambier
As from the 1st July, 2021 Provincial 1 prizemoney has been
paid for the Mount Gambier Sunday meetings and is the the
same breakdown as Gawler and Murray Bridge.
These meetings will be considered a Provincial 1 meeting for
Grading and the grades that the greyhounds currently have for
Provincial 2 will carry over to Provincial 1 at the greyhounds first
start at Provincial 1. This was the same process when Gawler split
into Provincial 1 and Provincial 2 meetings a number of years ago.
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Thursday meetings will remain Time Grading under the current
format as it has proven to be quite successful over the years,
however, the impact of these changes will be monitored by
GRSA.

The Group 3 SA Oaks and SA Derby to be run in September
this year and will be for greyhounds whelped on or after 1st
June 2019 (27 months) which has stayed the same as the last
few year.

The club will also look to program (0-2 win) 600m races on Time
Graded Thursday meetings and gage the response from trainers.

The Heats of the Oaks will be run on the same night as the Derby
again this year with Heats on Thursday, 9th September and the
Group 3 Finals on Thursday, 16th September.

Nomination days changed
for Mt Gambier Sunday and
the metro Saturday morning
meetings from August
After consultation with the Mt Gambier GRC, Member Clubs and
Industry Consultative Group, GRSA has approved the change
for the Mt Gambier Sunday meetings to now be graded on the
Tuesday with nominations closing at 9am on that morning.
This will assist the Club to provide the Sunday fields into the local
paper which is important for persons in the South East to have
this available.
As a result the Saturday morning metro meeting will now
move to Wednesday, with nominations closing at 9am on that
morning. This will give an even spread of no more than two
meetings to be graded on any given day (except public holiday
requirements). This will be effective from the 1st August.

Kings and Queens feature later
this month
Again this year GRSA will conduct the Kings and Queens Feature
series with Heats on Thursday, 26th August and a $7,500 Final
on Thursday, 2nd September
The eligibility for this series is for dogs and bitches whelped
between 1st March 2019 and 31st May 2019.
Performed Maidens are eligible (raced or qualy trialled).
It will be dependent upon nominations, however, we would
like to run a dogs Heat and a bitches Heat separately with
greyhounds qualifying into the Final. If there are not sufficient
nominations for either sex then these Heats may be mixed as
a one off Heat into a Final or a couple of mixed Heats. Special
conditions apply, however, these races will be non-penalty.
• Nominations close Monday, 23rd August at 9.00am with GRSA.

The Dates are:
Coffex Coffee Oaks (Group 3):
$5,150 Heats – Thursday, 9th September $35,000 Final – Thursday,
16th September
BGC Industrial Cleaning Supplies SA Derby (Group 3):
$5,150 Heats – Thursday, 9th September $35,000 Final – Thursday,
16th September
• Nominations for the Heats close Monday, 6th September at
9.00am.

GREYHOUND RACING SOUTH
AUSTRALIA – 2021 SA COUNTRY CUP
Below are details of how and where greyhounds can qualify
for the $7,500 SA Country Cup Final, to be run at Angle Park
over 530 metres on Adelaide Cup G-SIX Final night Friday 8th
October 2021.
Conditions
•
All South Australian Greyhound Racing Clubs outside
of Angle Park will conduct heats, or nominate greyhounds
from which the Greyhound Racing SA Grading Department
will choose two representatives. These meetings are Gawler
Provincial 2, Murray Bridge One Turn Provincial 1 and Mount
Gambier Provincial 1 or 2. (Performances at Gawler Provincial 1
meetings are not eligible for consideration)
•
The event is open to all South Australian Greyhounds that
have not won 4 or more CITY A Grade 5 or higher events at time
of nomination (600m, 643m & 680m excluded). Also, they cannot
have won a Metro Grade 5 or higher interstate in the last 6
months. Winner of each event takes a penalty including the final.
Special Exceptions:
Mount Gambier Club is allowed to include non-South Australian
trainers under strict conditions:

Interstate greyhounds coming
to SA for feature events

1.
The trainer has had starters at 10 meetings for Mt Gambier in
the previous 12 months.

As the COVID-19 situation continues to change rapidly, GRSA
will continue to update all participants of any changes to
racing restrictions.

3. The trainer must have trained the greyhound nominated for
the previous 3 months.

Over the next few weeks we will put out different scenarios
which will aid trainers making decisions coming to SA and
also those trainers in SA. It is our hope our feature races of
the SA Oaks , SA Derby , Match Races Series (SA V VIC) and
Adelaide Cup will allow uninterrupted Interstate representation
however there is a chance this will change and may change the
conditions of the race or eligibility. As always GRSA will follow
government advice in all these decisions.

SA Oaks and SA Derby
eligibility in 2021

2.

The trainer can only qualify for one of the clubs.

•
Graders’ discretion will be used to determine the best
nominated.
•
The greyhound must be SA trained (except Mount Gambier
as above).
o A South Australian trained greyhound is defined as one that
has been racing in SA for a period of not less than 3 out of the 6
months immediately prior to the time of nomination.
•
The greyhound must have started at least 2 times in the last
12 months at the track it is attempting to represent.
•

There will be a maximum of two heats per Club with
Continued next page...
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RACING REPORT
the winners of each heat qualifying. If there is only one heat
conducted then the first two placegetters will qualify.Heats will
be worth $2,125.

Cup Final 8/10. Bypass the Heats. Conditions apply)
• Nominations close Monday, 20th September at 9.00am.

•
The two reserves will be determined firstly by a ballot of
the second placegetters from all heats. The third placegetters
will then be considered by ballot if required. If a heat was not
conducted at the track, then that track is not included in the
ballot. Should a greyhound be withdrawn prior to the ballot, the
next placed greyhound from that Club’s heat will be selected.

2021 TAB Group 1 Adelaide Cup
race dates and conditions

Once a greyhound has qualified from a Qualifying Heat, it
•
is not eligible to compete at another track in this series, unless
there are insufficient nominations to fill the field.

Thursday, 30th September : TAB Adelaide Cup Open Heats up to
8 @ $14,275 each

•
Once qualified for the Country Cup Final the greyhound will
be ineligible for the Adelaide Cup series or any other race on
this Cup Final night.

TAB Adelaide Cup Race Dates:

Friday, 8th October: TAB Adelaide Cup Final @ $145,250 ($100,000
to the winner)
TAB Adelaide Cup Consolation @ $14,275

•
Lead up Heats may be up to 8 greyhounds however the
Final on Adelaide Cup night will be a 6 DOG Final

Nominations: TAB Adelaide Cup Heats close Monday, 27th
September with GRSA at 9.00am.

Qualifying

Nominations can be made on-line, please specify Adelaide Cup
or on a Multi Nomination Form.

Track

Dist.

Date of Meeting

GRSA will continue the condition that the overall winner of the
Match Race series will be guaranteed a spot in the Group 1
Adelaide Cup on Friday, 8th October. This greyhound will not be
required to compete in the heats on Thursday, 30th September.

Mt Gambier
512m Sunday 19.09.21
Murray Bridge
530m
Friday 24.09.21
Gawler
531m
Wed 29.09.21
Country Cup Final Prizemoney Total - $7,500

The $15,250 Premier’s Cup over the 730m will also be conducted
on Adelaide Cup final night for the stayers.

Classic 2021 Prelude (1) in
September
The next series for the SA Bred greyhounds which are paid up
for Classic 2021 will be the Angle Park Classic Prelude (1) over
530m. It is a special event and no penalties apply.

GCA Group Racing Calendar
available on website

The Heats will be held on Monday, 20th September for $2,200
with the Final on Monday, 27th September for $4,500.

The GCA Group racing calendar has now been released for
season 2021/2022.

• Nominations for the Heats close Thursday, 16th September at
9.00am.

With South Australia having 8 Group races and 3 listed races
which are –

Match Race Series (SA v Vic) in
September
Match Race Series (SA v VIC) - 530m (Special Event – No Penalty.
4 greyhounds from SA verses 4 greyhounds from Vic. 4 –
The Grader will rate the four greyhounds from each State in
order from 1 to 4 with 1 being the highest rated greyhound.
The head to head matches will be decided by the two 1 rated
greyhounds competing against each other and then it will be
2 v 2, 3 v 3 and 4 v 4. Prizemoney for each individual match
will also reflect 1 to 4 with the 1 rated greyhounds receiving the
most amount of money. However, the overall winner will still be
determined based around the times the greyhounds run so all
greyhounds have that opportunity.
PRIZEMONEY:
Winners of match races – 1 v 1 – Winner $4,750, 2 v 2 – Winner
$4,500, 3 v 3 – Winner $4,250, 4 v 4 – Winner $4,000.
Overall State of Origin winner (based on overall times) $7,500,
second $2,500, third $1,000.
Match Race conditions as advertised. These conditions may
change due to COVID and Border restrictions)

Group 3 Coffex Coffee SA Oaks – Thursday 16th September 2021
Group 3 BGC Industrial Cleaning Supplies SA Derby – Thursday
16th September 2021
Group 1 TAB Adelaide Cup – Friday 10th October 2021
Group 3 Gawler Gold Cup – Sunday 24th October 2021
Group 3 Brian Johnstone – Thursday 25th November 2021
Listed SA Sprint Championship – Thursday 13th January 2022
Listed Murray Bridge Cup – Sunday 20th March 2022
Listed Mt Gambier Gold Cup – Sunday 10th April 2022
Group 3 Howard Ashton – Thursday 26th May 2022

CANCELLING TRIALS
If Trainers have booked trials for a session and decide not
to come with all of their booked greyhounds, it would be
appreciated if they could notify GRSA so amendments can be
made. If this is at short notice then there is not much that could
be done, however, if trainers know their confirmed numbers
during normal business hours then please advise GRSA.

(* Winner of Eastar Match Race series at Gawler in April will take 1
SA spot if nominated. Winner of the SA State of Origin (SA or VIC
greyhound) will be guaranteed a spot into the Group 1 Adelaide
10
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Kennel Capers for July 2021

WAP Update for participants - July 2021
Greyhound Racing SA Limited (GRSA) wishes to advise that the Wagering Activity Payment (WAP) for
July 2021 is currently being calculated. It is expected that the calculation will be complete during the
week ending Friday 20th August and the result announced as soon as it is available.

Greyhound Racing SA Limited (GRSA) wishes to advise that the Wagering Activity Payment (WAP) for July 2021 is currently
being calculated.
is expected
that the calculation
complete
during the week ending Friday 20th August and the
ExampleIt to
help participants
understandwill
thebeWAP
they receive
result announced as soon as it is available.

It is not uncommon for GRSA to receive requests for more information in relation to how the WAP is
calculated for their particular dog(s). The example below is provided to assist in the general
It is not uncommon
for GRSA
requests for more information in relation to how the WAP is calculated for their particular
understanding
of to
thereceive
calculation.
Example to help participants understand the WAP they receive

dog(s). The example below is provided to assist in the general understanding of the calculation.
Assumptions:
Assumptions:

In thisassume
example,
assume thereceived
owner/trainer
$1,000
in prizemoney
any/all races for the
In this example,
the owner/trainer
$1,000 inreceived
prizemoney
for any/all
races for thefor
month.
month.
EXAMPLE
Net Wagering Revenue

$1,800,000

Multiplied by

x

WAP Benchmark Return (50%)

50%

equals

=

Payout

$900,000

less
Prizemoney

$700,000

Trainer Fees

$100,000

Breeder bonuses

$50,000

Total payments to Participants

$850,000

-

$850,000

Equals

=

WAP for the month

$50,000

In this example the total prizemoney (paid to all participant) is $700,000 (excluding WAP).
In this example, the total WAP is $50,000.
In this example, the owner/trainer would receive a WAP of $71.43, calculated as:
$1,000 ÷ $700,000

x

$50,000

Participants should note that:

=

$71.43

Distribution of WAP Payments
between Trainers and Owners

Participants should note that:

•

WAP is not payable for any prizemoney received in relation
is not
any prizemoney
received in relation to feature races [where total stakes
to feature •racesWAP
[where
totalpayable
stakes arefor
above
$5,000];

•

Trainers’ fees and other bonus payments are not included in
GRSA
would like
to remind
all participants
that receive
• Trainers’
fees
andWAP;
other
bonus payments are not
included
in the
calculation
of the share
of the a
of the
and
the calculation
of the share
WAP that the payment is the equivalent of prizemoney.
WAP; and
It is a requirement that a greyhound has to have raced and
you are
currently
responsible
for distributing
• It is a requirement that a greyhound has to haveIfraced
and
received
prizemoney
during a month
received prizemoney during a month to be eligible to 		
prizemoney to another party then the same approach
to
be
eligible
to
receive
the
WAP
payment
for
that
month.
receive the WAP payment for that month.
applies to WAP payments.

•

are above $5,000];

From GRSA’s perspective the position in relation to third
parties is reflective of OzChase records and is as follows:

Distribution between Trainers and Owners

•

If GRSA have been notified of an ownership split [which
is recorded in OzChase] then you DO NOT need to
GRSA would like to remind all participants who receive a make
WAPa that
the payment
ofGRSA
payment
to owners is
forthe
the equivalent
WAP because
do this automatically;
however
prizemoney. If you are currently responsible for distributingwill
prizemoney
to another
party (e.g., owners)

then the same approach applies to WAP payments.

•

If you ordinarily forward on payments to owners on
your own accord, then you DO need to do the same
for the WAP. Each remittance will include the name of
the dog for which the WAP is being made.
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INTEGRITY

Integrity
Sterilisation Policy
This edition I will summarise the new Sterilisation
Contribution Scheme. You can always look up the policy or
the associated local rule on the GRSA webpage.
On 1 August 2021, Greyhound Racing SA (GRSA) made effective
the following sub-rule to Local Regulatory Rule 114 (1B) Unless a greyhound is being accepted by a recognised
adoption agency that undertakes sterilisation –
(a) the last registered owner or person responsible for
the greyhound at the time of such retirement as a pet must
ensure that the greyhound has been surgically sterilised by a
veterinarian before allowing the greyhound to leave their care
and custody.
(b) In submitting the required notification prescribed by
GAR 106, a certificate of sterilisation by a veterinarian must be
supplied for any retired greyhound to which this rule applies.
(c) This sub-rule commences on 1 August 2021.
This local rule effectively shifts the onus of sterilising a
retiring greyhound from the person taking possession of
the greyhound (per section 12, Dog and Cat Management
Regulations 2017) to the last registered owner or person
responsible for the greyhound at the time of their retirement.
GRSA will commit to a financial contribution (“the Sterilisation
Contribution Scheme (SCS)”) to either the owner or the person
responsible for the greyhound (“the Applicant”) for the cost of
the sterilisation procedure where –
(a) The greyhound is being retired as a pet and not being
accepted by a recognised adoption agency that 		
undertakes sterilisation;
(b) The sterilisation procedure is performed by a veterinary
surgeon; and,

Derek Kordick

breach rule 114(1A), Local Regulatory Rules, no rebate will
be paid or, if already paid, GRSA will seek recovery of the
payment by order of the Integrity Hearings Panel.
When the Applicant arranges to retire the greyhound to a
person or entity that is not a recognised adoption agency, the
Applicant must – before retiring the greyhound – have the
greyhound sterilised.
Upon sterilisation of the greyhound, the Applicant should
receive a certificate of sterilisation and paid tax invoice
(addressed to the Applicant) for the cost of the procedure.
That paid tax invoice must contain an item that is the
sterilisation procedure, with the cost of that procedure.
Within 10 days of retiring the greyhound, the last registered
owner of the greyhound must notify GRSA of the retirement,
together with a copy of the sterilisation certificate. This is
done on the prescribed Form GAR106R (with a copy of
the sterilisation certificate). If the Applicant is claiming the
contribution, also attach the paid tax invoice.
GRSA will contribute to the cost of the procedure, up to a
maximum of $375.00. If the procedure is over $375.00, the
Applicant will be out of pocket for the gap fee. Sterilisation is
an elective procedure, and GRSA recommends that Applicants
find out the cost of the procedure beforehand with the
proposed veterinary clinic, to be fully aware of what the gap
will be. The tax invoice for the procedure must be paid to
the veterinary clinic before the contribution can be claimed.
GRSA will not pay the veterinary clinic directly and only pay the
person named on the paid tax invoice.
GRSA will contribute via electronic funds transfer to the
account of the Applicant on file with GRSA. (Make sure the
Applicant updates their account details with GRSA, should
there be a change; or, supply their account details if not held
by GRSA).
GRSA will not contribute to –
An unpaid tax invoice;

(c) The Applicant is the owner or the person responsible
for the greyhound that incurred the financial burden of the
sterilisation procedure.

(i)

The following entities are recognised adoption agencies for
the purposes of the sub-rule (and retiring greyhounds to these
agencies does not require sterilisation beforehand) -

(iii) Any item on the paid tax invoice that does not relate to the
sterilisation procedure;

(a) Greyhounds as Pets SA (formally Greyhound Adoption 		
Program SA) (“GAP SA”);
(b) Any greyhound adoption program under the auspices of
any other Controlling Body for greyhound racing in
Australia or New Zealand.
Accessing the SCS requires the Applicant to correctly retire
the greyhound per rules 105 and 106, Greyhounds Australasia
Rules; and rule 114, Local Regulatory Rules. Where a greyhound
is retired (or attempted to be retired) in circumstances that
12

Compliance
and Welfare

(ii) A paid tax invoice that is not from a veterinary surgeon
or clinic;

(iv) A tax invoice from an entity, not being a veterinary 		
surgeon or clinic, for an ‘adoption fee’ (or similarly worded
fee), regardless of whether that fee is for, or in part for, a 		
proposed sterilisation procedure;
(v) Any contribution of the procedure that is over $375.00;
(vi) Any other charges that arise in after care, or further care
(acute or otherwise), of the greyhound, that relate to the
sterilisation procedure.
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Stewarding
and Licensing
Des Jonas

Here are some frequently asked questions Q: I am retiring my greyhound to GAP SA. Do I need to 		
sterilise my greyhound?
A: No. GAP SA arranges sterilisation at GRSA’s expense.
Q: I was retiring my greyhound to GAP SA, but my greyhound
did not pass its ‘First Point Assessment’. What do I do now?
A: Wait. GAP SA and/or GRSA Officers will provide you
with guidance on the next steps, as a part of the
feedback process on the assessment. You remain
eligible for the contribution even if you later need to 		
sterilise your greyhound per the sub-rule (and you paid for
the procedure).
Q:

I am retiring my greyhound for breeding. After breeding
ends, do I need to sterilise them?
A: Yes. You need to sterilise the greyhound if you are not
retiring to a recognised adoption agency, and you need
to lodge a new Form GAR106R with the sterilisation
certificate. You can apply for the contribution then.
Q:

I want to retire my greyhound as a pet to myself. Do I 		
need to sterilise them?
A: Yes. You need to lodge the Form GAR106R with your
sterilisation certificate. You can also apply for the
contribution then.
Q:

I am a trainer, and I am arranging the retirement. Do I
have to sterilise the greyhound?
A: Yes. If you are arranging retirement, and you are getting 		
the greyhound sterilised, you must supply the sterilisation
certificate for the Form GAR106R. If you paid for the 		
sterilisation procedure, supply a paid tax invoice in your 		
name and you can apply for the contribution.
Q: I am a trainer, and the owner is arranging and paying for 		
sterilisation. Can I apply for the contribution?
A: No. The owner (or the person in whose name the paid 		
tax invoice is made) can apply for the contribution.
Q: I am the trainer and paid for the sterilisation, but the owner
is lodging the Form GAR106R. How do I get be rebate?
A: Ensure that you supply a copy of the paid tax invoice
(addressed to you) and sterilisation certificate for the
owner to lodge with the Form GAR106R. GRSA will pay
the person named on the paid tax invoice only. If you do
not receive the payment in a reasonable time, confirm
with the owner that they lodged the Form GAR106R and
contact GRSA Animal Welfare for assistance.
Q: I want to retire my greyhound to an adoption agency that
is not GAP SA (or the GAP of another Controlling Body). 		
Do I need to sterilise my greyhound?
A: Yes. You need to lodge the Form GAR106R with your
sterilisation certificate. You can also apply for the
contribution then.

Stewards afterhours race
day contact number
A reminder that the after-hours phone number for race
day matters is 0487 189 366.
This is the number to call in the event of vehicle breakdown,
other cause of late arrival for kennelling or for late
scratchings outside of office hours.

Toenail care
Recently several participants have raised concerns about
their dogs sustaining injuries potentially from other
greyhounds’ toenails during races.
Just a friendly reminder to please keep your greyhound’s
toenails well maintained for not only their health and
wellbeing but also to reduce the likelihood of injury to a
competitor. A factsheet about toenail clipping and health
prepared by GRSA is included in this month’s edition of
Kennel Capers.

Positive swab samples
resulting from contamination
by personal medication
With a number of positive swab samples over the past 12
months or so resulting from contamination by personal
medication, Stewards remind Trainers to be mindful of
practices relating to the storage and taking of medicines.
Trainers are advised to:
•

Store medication well away from kennels and 		
greyhound food preparation areas

•

Avoid taking medication around greyhound
feeding time

•

Do not prepare or consume medication in your kennel
area or food preparation areas

•

Always wash hands immediately after taking medication

Stewards remind Trainers that although ingestion of personal
medication by greyhounds may be unintentional and simply
a case of lack of care and process, absolute liability lies
with the Trainer to present greyhounds free of prohibited
substances (GAR83).
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grade nail fungus) it is harder to tell the beginning of this soft area, so you may

at times taking off a sliver of this soft tissue. Cutting the nail straight up & down

Toenail Care

The GRSA Animal
Welfare
Team
do
a the
lotfloor
ofwhen
Meet
and
angle
of the nail up
and back
from
the dogs
foot is down, therefo
keep
the
nails’
not
“ticking”
on
the
floor
as
they
walk.
You
can
Greets every day and we see a lot of canine nails! At also go back ove
off the left and right side of the nail to soften the ends and give a “pedicure
times we come clip
across
some nails that are overgrown.

INTEGRITY

of course, clipping first and then going over the nails with a Dremel or file will p
back even more and give each nail a soft tip.

This information is dedicated to helping our participants understand
the importance of keeping nails trimmed and some helpful hints on
how to trim nails quickly and easily.
Overgrown nails cause extension and lengthening of the toes
and the dog’s weight is shifted to the back of the foot. This is
what creates pain, difference in weight distribution and eventual
physical issues.

Clipping Toenails
For clipping nails
everyone does
do it differently,
so this technique
might not work
for you, but its
known within
the veterinary
industry as
best practice.

The image below shows the angles that are best used to take length off. Clippin
Trimming long
nails every 5-7 days will help
these angles also encourages the quick to “die back” and therefore each trimmi
quicks recede.
Once the nail is at the appropriate
result in a shorter nail.
length they should be trimmed every 2 -3 weeks
to keep them healthy and as short as possible.

The image to the right
shows the angles that
are best used to take
length off. Clipping the
nail at these angles also
encourages the quick to
“die back” and therefore
each trimming session will
result in a shorter nail.

Above: notice the green lines that show the best angles for trimming.

Below: this photo shows a clipped set of nails.
This dog will need re-clipping every two weeks for approximately 6 weeks in order
to get the nails a little shorter without causing injury to the inner quick area.

Always clip the
and lengthening
of the
toes and
nails beforeOvergrown
a bath -nails
notcause
just extension
in case you
cut into the
quick,
butthe dog’s weight
is shifted
to theblood
back of pressure
the foot. This
is what creates
difference in weight
also because
elevated
actually
surgespain,
blood
Above: this photo shows a
Above: notice the green lines
distribution and eventual physical issues.
flow into extremities – including
the toes, so it will be possible
clipped set of nails. This dog
that show the best angles for
to clip a nail “shorter” if the nail is clipped before the dog sits
will need re-clipping every
trimming.
and works itself up (if it is anxious). It often works best to bring
two weeks for approximately 6
Clipping
nailsunder the dog so that the elbow is tight
the foot softly
back
weeks
in order
to get the nails
In conclusion, it is very important to check the toenails on your dog
frequently
and maintain
to the pet’s
side, and the foot is not too overly bent at the
For clipping nails everyone does do it differently, so this technique might not work for you,
a
little
shorter
without
causing
proper
length at all times. Any signs of disease or discomfort can be much easier treated
ankle - in case
the dog has stiffness there from agetheetc.
This
but its known within the veterinary industry as best practice.
injury
to
the
inner
quick
area.
if prevention
can be tough though, depending on the size of the
dog andisifput in place verse that of waiting for the problem to occur and is much less
Always
clip the nails table.
before a Why
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just the
in case
you cut
into instead
the
but than
also because
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toquick,
prevent
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working on
a stationary
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outtoofclipbite
view.
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foot out away
from the dog encourages them to pull,
you
then101 Dogs walk on their toes like horses, not on their pads or the
Toenails
“soles” of their paws like a human.
squeeze to
equal
their
pull
with
yours
and
then
you
have
a
less
It often works best to bring the foot softly back under the dog so that the
elbow is tight to
Dogstucking
walk on their toes like horses, not on their pads or the “soles” of their paws like a
steady foot
nails.
it isbent
proven
that
thefor
pet’scutting
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the foot
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This put weight dispersion and balance of the dog’s entire mass
human.
put
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feel pain
in a feel
toepain
or nail
area
you clip a nail on a dog out in front of their body –nail
listen
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area they
often have
to rock
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their back
heels to
extend
the
ligaments
of their the
larger
often
have
on
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heels
to
extend
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the foot back instead of forward you may ask???
sound thatWhy
thehold
nail
makes when you clip. Listen to pad
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you
and back
of their ankles
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to ease
the and
pain in
theirof
toes.
Thisankles
puts them
at ato ease the pain
of their
larger
pad
back
their
to try
clip - the sound
Firstly, you’re back away from the dog’s mouth and out of tremendous
bite range of view.
holding
risk ofAlso,
unnecessary
injuries
to
their
ankles,
elbows,
hocks,
shoulder
andof
hips;
as
in their toes. This puts them at a tremendous risk
unnecessary
Above: notice the green lines that show the best angles for trimming.

Below: this photo shows a clipped set of nails.

This dog will need re-clipping every two weeks for approximately 6 weeks in order
to get the nails a little shorter without causing injury to the inner quick area.

Toenails 101

the foot out away from the dog encourages them to pull, you
then
squeeze
to equal tissues
their pullsuch
injuries
to as
their
ankles,
elbows,
hocks,
shoulderstructure
and hips;
as
the
connective
ACLs.
Everything
in one’s
musculoskeletal
is as
will be noticeably
quieter when the foot is tucked well
up.
Some
with yours and then you have a less steady foot for cutting the nails. Also, it is proven that
well
as
the
connective
tissues
such
as
ACLs.
Everything
in one’s
connected
with
every
other
part
of
the
body;
hence
overgrown
nails
can
be
considered
as
one
dogs just fear that “kajunk!” sound the clippers make when
tucking up the foot does help dampen the nerve endings of the toes and therefor may be less
structure is connected with every other part of
of the and
leading causes ofmusculoskeletal
obesity in dogs.
cutting through the nail itself. After lifting the foot back
sensitive for the feeling of clipping. If you clip a nail on a dog out in front of their body –
the body; hence overgrown nails can be considered as one of
slightly up,listen
then
clip the nails back, straight up & down, until I
to the sound that the nail makes when you clip. Listen to it when you clip - the sound
the leading causes of obesity in dogs.
see the little dark spot in the center of the nail that signals the
beginning of the soft spongy tissue that encapsulates the actual
LEFT: proper nail length
vein itself. Some dogs that are older and lack the softness in the
allows dog to stand on
center of the nail (this happens from loss of circulation, trauma
its toes
to the nail bed after years of overgrown nails or, an ongoing
low grade nail fungus) it is harder to tell the beginning of this
RIGHT: overgrown nails
soft area, so you may find yourself at times taking off a sliver
causing lengthening of
of this soft tissue. Cutting the nail straight up & down pulls the
toes and pain
angle of the nail up and back from the floor when the dogs
foot is down, therefor helping to keep the nails’ not “ticking”
Simply put; overgrown nails can be the root of not only discomfort
Above Left:
nail but
length
allows
dog toexpenses
stand on its
on the floor as they walk. You can also go back over the nails
forproper
our dogs
huge
financial
intoes
the long run if not well
and clip off the left and right side of the nail to soften the Above
ends Right:maintained.
We
often
address
our
own
needs
and vocalize when
overgrown nails causing lengthening of toes and pain
and give a “pedicured” look, and of course, clipping first and
we have pain to someone who can help; however, our dogs rely
then going over the nails with a Dremel or file will pull the quick
on us (the caregivers) to take notice and to provide relief when
back even more and give each nail a soft tip.
required. It’s our belief that proper care and maintenance of all
Simply put; overgrown nails can be the root of not only discomfort for our dogs but huge
dog’s toenails is extremely important and one that doesn’t take
financial expenses in the long run if not well maintained. We often address our own needs
too much skill in order to maintain in good condition.

and vocalize when we have pain to someone who can help; however, our dogs rely on us (the
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caregivers) to take notice and to provide relief when required. It’s our belief that proper care
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and maintenance of all dog’s toenails is extremely important and one that doesn’t take too

the affected nail in severe situations. Fungal infections are usually
caused by either ringworm or yeast. The nails will look weak and
misshapen and there may be loss of fur around the dog’s claws. At
The canine nail is comprised of 3 main sections.
times a brown discharge and bad odor is evident and is associated
with this disease. Fungal infections are diagnosed by doing a skin
They are of the quick or the vein and nerve endings that supply
scrapes or cultures and are treated with a long course of antifungal
both blood circulation and sensitivity to pressure and hot/cold
medications and shampoos. Symmetric Lupoid Onchodystrophy
senses of the toe and the foot. Surrounding this very soft, fluid filled
(SLO) is an autoimmune disease that affects canine toenails. An
center is a pulp, inner nail bed, or layers of soft and moist tissue that
autoimmune disease means that the dog’s immune system attacks
helps to protect and cushion the sensitive vein and nerves much
itself and in this case the toenails. The nails will start to become
as our fatty tissue and subcutaneous makeup does for our own
Here, layers
forming the
inner and outer
portion
of the nail
and how
they and fall off or break very easily verse a healthy nail.
very
painful
bodies. This area is slightly harder than
the
layers
beneath
it,
yet
still
grow out in rings and wrap around the nail, creating its shape.
Treatment can include vitamins that will help strengthen the nails,
cannot be counted as the nail itself because it cannot protect the
antibiotics to prevent infections and medications to suppress the
quick of the nail when exposed. This area is also what is visible in a
immune system. SLO may never be 100% cured, however many
light colored nail as the darker circle or half-moon shape when we
dogs will go into remission after treatment. Finally, dogs can get
trim back the nail and get closer to the quick. On dark nails it can be
cancer such as melanoma and squamous cell carcinomas in their
nearly impossible to see, but it does make a different sound in the
toenails or in the surrounding skin of the claws. Melanomas are
nail trimmers when clipped into. This area feels pressure and will
usually black or brown, raised, firm irregular growths that grown
often cause the dog to begin to pull back as it feels this pressure
rapidly on or around the toenails. Squamous cell carcinomas
and anticipates possible pain. Around these inner layers is a harder
usually cause swelling and pain of the entire affected toe region.
more durable wrap of many layers of protein and keratin- or fibrous
Notice that this nail is quite overgrown.
The claw may be loose or become deformed and therefore may
structural proteins that are tough and insoluble. These layers make
Here, layers forming the inner and outer portion of the nail and how they
grow out inout
rings and
the nail, creating its shape.
bleed. Cancer is diagnosed by doing x-rays and biopsies of the
up the nail and round
its wrap
full around
length.
affected area. Both of these types of cancer can spread to other
areas of the body so it is important to diagnose them early and treat
aggressively by having the affected toe removed. Because many
of these diseases are contagious or potentially life threatening, it is
important to examine your dog’s toenails regularly and report any
concerns to your acting veterinarian.

Canine Toenail Morphology

ine Toenail Morphology

canine nail is comprised of 3 main sections. They are of the quick or the vein and nerve

ngs that supply both blood circulation and sensitivity to pressure and hot/cold senses of

toe and the foot.

ounding this very soft, fluid filled center is a pulp, inner nail bed, or layers of soft and

st tissue that helps to protect and cushion the sensitive vein and nerves much as our fatty

ue and subcutaneous makeup does for our own bodies. This area is slightly harder than

ayers beneath it, yet still cannot be counted as the nail itself because it cannot protect

quick of the nail when exposed. This area is also what is visible in a light colored nail as

darker circle or half-moon shape when we trim back the nail and get closer to the quick.

dark nails it can be nearly impossible to see, but it does make a different sound in the nail

mers when clipped into. This area feels pressure and will often cause the dog to begin to

back as it feels this pressure and anticipates possible pain.

und these inner layers is a harder more durable wrap of many layers of protein and

tin- or fibrous structural proteins that are tough and insoluble. These layers make up the

and round out its full length.

In conclusion, it is very important to check the toenails on your dog

Notice that this nail is
Here, layers forming the
quite overgrown.
frequently and maintain the proper length at all times. Any signs of
inner and outer portion
of the nail and how they
disease or discomfort can be much easier treated if prevention is
grow out in rings and
put
place
that of waiting for the problem to occur and is
wrap around
the
Looking
at nail,
the photos above, you can clearly see how important it is to
keepin
nails
trimmedverse
as
creating short
its shape.
as possible to avoid the inner quick from getting too long and growing
out less
ahead painful
of it
much
to prevent than to treat.

This is a cross section of the nail bed, and the bit of moisture in its center.

This is a cross section of
the nail bed, and the bit of
moisture in its center.

Notice that this nail is quite overgrown.

too far.

Looking at the photos above, you can clearly see how important
it is to keep nails trimmed as short as possible to avoid the inner
quick from getting too long and growing out ahead of it too far.

Diseases and Injuries of Canine Toenails
Looking at the photos above, you can clearly see how important it is to keep nails trimmed as
short as possible to avoid the inner quick from getting too long and growing out ahead of it

far.
Dogs cantoodevelop
many diseases and unnecessary injuries that
affect their toes if toenails are left to grow too long.

Most of these can be successfully treated if caught early enough or
even prevented by keeping toes nails short and well maintained.
It’s important to be aware of these problems and check the nails at
home regularly. Nails should be trimmed at least once or twice a
month to prevent pain, disease and injury. There are several types
of injuries that can occur to toes is nails are not properly trimmed on
a regular basis. Nails that are too long or sharp can get caught on
things resulting in injury and even the loss of the nail altogether. This
is extremely painful for the dog and can often lead to bleeding and
if untreated infection. The nail will eventually grow back but often
requires medical attention initially.
In severe situations toenails can get that long they start growing
into the paw pads. This is also very painful for the dog and can
cause deep infection in the pad. If this occurs the nail needs to
be cut out of the pad and the dog is usually placed on antibiotics
and paws bandaged for a period of time. Finally, nails that are too
long can affect the dog’s ability to walk and run properly. The gait
abnormality may be caused by a lack of traction from the long
claws or from severe pain due to an injured or ingrown toenail.
Some diseases that affect canine toenails are infections, autoimmune diseases and even cancerous. Infections can be caused
by a bacteria or fungus. Bacterial infections can occur secondary
to trauma or underlying metabolic disease. The nail may appear
swollen, red or even have pus coming from it. Treatment often
includes antibiotics, soaking paws and possibly even removing

New Licences - July 2021
Owner: Dean Elliott (N), Alex Cotter (N), Tracy Heasman (N),
Nicholas Davies (N), Taylor Horsnell (N), Mervyn Bettridge (N),
Thomas Munro (N), Shane Davis (N), Julie Logan (N),
Glenice Bettridge (N), James Macdonald (N), Janelle Brooks (N)
Owner Attendant: Gae O’Connell (U), John Webb (T), Shane Rundle (U)
Tier 3 Trainer: Rebecca Weinert (U)		
*Number in brackets is used to identify licensed owners that are
new to that particular syndicate.
(P) Provisional Only (N) New Licences (R) Renewals
(U) Upgrade of License (DG) Downgrade of License
(RA) Re Apply (T) Transfer from interstate.

Racing Statistics - July 2021
MARRING:
0
FAILING TO PURSUE:
6
UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE: 0
SWABS TAKEN JUNE 2021:
144

Inquiries, Appeals and Other
Disciplinary Notifications
All reports from Stewards inquiries and appeal decisions can
be found at www.grsa.com.au under the Integrity banner.
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NEWS

Projects Update
Strategic Projects Manager Scott Wuchatsch

Angle Park Redevelopment Project
And we are off!

feedback on the composition of the sand is really pleasing.

Wednesday night, 11th August saw the return of trialling to
Angle Park after four months in recess, during which GRSA has
undertaken a full redevelopment of the race track and several
major changes to other areas around the facility.

The site is very much still a worksite, with exposed dirt areas
around the track remaining somewhat muddy after the recent
rains in Adelaide. It is hoped that the addition of some instant
turf next week will make these areas a bit more user-friendly.

Feedback from the first trial session has been extremely
positive from those participants in attendance and also from
staff assisting in the running of the trials.

Other infrastructure elements are also still requiring further
finishing touches, such as fencing, signage, winning post,
presentation area and various elements within the kennel house.

The past month in particular has been extremely challenging,
with Adelaide receiving twice the average monthly rainfall in
July, which has made for a very wet and soggy worksite.

The team is working towards the first race meeting on
Thursday 26th August to complete these remaining tasks and it
will definitely be a race to the finish line.

Add to this, the seven day lockdown in SA and the ongoing
border restrictions presenting issues for contractor attendance
from interstate, it is therefore extremely satisfying to be finally
trialling just three weeks after the originally planned return date.

Participants attending the venue for trials over the next fortnight
should be aware that restrictions may be in place in terms
of access to various areas of the site and also the unfinished
nature of some of the works.

Recognition must be given to the GRSA team on the ground
who have worked tirelessly over the past few months, with
particular credit to Head of Maintenance Terry Winder who has
been simply sensational.

Ultimately the goal was to get trialling back as soon as possible,
with a view of starting up racing in time for the annual spring
carnival commencing in September.

Out on the track, the sand surface has been down for a few
weeks which has allowed it to compact fairly well and the initial
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Despite the challenges with the weather, lockdowns and border
closures, we are happy to say that we will meet this goal.
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PROJECTS UPDATE
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Marketing Matters
Marketing Manager Matt Watson

COVID Messaging

Gawler 50th Anniversary

The last few weeks have again increased the amount
of industry communications we have released, with
updates being pushed out daily at times with the changing
COVID landscape.
I’d like to thank everyone for staying up to date with the updates
as they are released and more importantly for following the
restrictions which allow us to continue racing – even during the
7-day lockdown. Our main channels of keeping industry up to
date are our website, industry facebook page and SMS service.
If you wish to receive updates via text or via the Registered
Facebook group, please email marketing@grsa.com.au with your
name and licence number.

A few weeks ago the Gawler Greyhound Racing Club
celebrated 50 years of racing. Unfortunately capacity
restrictions were tightened in the days leading up the event
which meant that a number of bookings had to be cancelled
which would have meant a huge crowd on hand for the event.
Nevertheless, a reasonable crowd was still on hand to watch
some great racing and relive some of the memories of years
gone by, with past committee members and local politicians on
hand to mark the occasion. Thanks to the club for all their hard
work bringing the night together.

'Dine and Dash' – new
Adelaide Cup competition
We will be running a competition from when Angle Park
reopens up until the Adelaide Cup, that will allow any general
public (trainers excluded) who buy a meal and can enter the
competition to be drawn a greyhound in the AdelaideUCup.
P
If that greyhound wins
the Adelaide Cup, they
will win prizemoney!
This is aimed to
increase patronage
in the weeks leading
up to the Adelaide
Cup with the return to
racing at Adelaide Cup.
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Adelaide Cup is coming up!
We are only 2 months away from the Adelaide Cup. Last
year was a unique event in regards to the various COVID
restrictions that were in place in terms of capacity and other
restrictions, which I think we all hoped would be a one-off.
Unfortunately it looks as though this year could well have some
restrictions, but in what aspect we don’t know. We will plan for
a ‘normal’ Adelaide Cup in terms of capacities and the various
elements of the event, but we will be needing to react and
adapt if and when any restrictions come into place.

Catch the GRSA podcast 'The Dogcast'!
Remember to keep an
eye out for upcoming
editions of GRSA's podcast
'The Dogcast!'
You can catch up on
previous podcasts via the
GRSA website, or subscribe
to thepodcast via Apple
Podcasts or Spotify.
Kennel Capers AUGUST 2021
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GAP kennelling
fee payment
process change
Please note that as of 1st August 2021 the GAP kennelling
payment process will change for a trial period of three months.
The changes are as follows:
Instead of making a weekly payment of $33 per dog, the
new kennelling fee will be a flat amount of $50 per dog,
irrespective of the time period the greyhound will spend at
the GAP kennels.
Participants who would like their greyhounds placed in the
GAP kennels will be requested to pay the $50 at the time
when the placement form is filled in and the $60 placement
fee is paid.
This means that for greyhounds that are to be kennelled with
GAP an upfront payment of $110 will be requested. After that,
participants will not need to make any additional payments for
their dogs in the GAP kennels. Noting that prior to foster care
dogs spend an average of 4 weeks in kennels, this change is
expected to generate a saving of $82 per dog
for participants.
If you have any questions, please email GAP at gap@grsa.
com.au or phone 8243 7124.

FOSTER A
GREYHOUND

Upcoming assessment dates
Trainers please note the upcoming assessment dates:

Angle Park
7th September from 10am – 1pm
Booking day: 31st August

15th September from 10am – 1pm
Booking day: 8th September

21st September from 10am – 1pm
Booking day: 14th September

Lewiston
6th September from 9.30am – 12.30pm
Booking day: 30th August

20th September from 9.30am – 12.30pm
Booking day: 13th September

Mount Gambier
27th September from 3.30 – 6pm
Booking day: 20th September
All bookings are essential.
Please call GAP SA on 8243 7124 on the booking day to book
your dogs in for assessment. You will also need to bring the
greyhounds identification card with you on the day.
Greyhounds should not be raced or trialled within the 10 days
prior to assessment.
Please remember to book in your greyhound’s vet work AFTER
you submit the GAP placement form.

Kind reminder from GAP:
Please submit a placement form if your greyhound has
already passed the GAP first point assessment.
If you have not submitted the placement form within six
months after the assessment, your greyhound will have to be
re-assessed by GAP.
If your greyhound returned to racing or trialled after a successful
assessment, it will have to be re-assessed after a 10-day
downtime again. Thank you!

BEANIES AVAILABLE
Visit gapsa.org.au
for more information
20

Approved beanies are part of the GRSA Dress Code Policy
and available for sale from GRSA. These beanies are GRSA
specific and are the only ones approved, at a cost of $10
and are available to purchase from the GRSA office’s.
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Latest updates from GAP
As previously advised, GAP have been increasing the number
of assessments in the monthly schedule.
We continue to look to increase these further in order to offer a
wider variety of times to meet participants varying requirements.
The following graph depicts the number of assessments that
have been occurring on a monthly basis.
Number of Dogs Assessed
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We have also been working on reducing the time between
assessment and entry into the program. The following graph
shows the average monthly waiting times in weeks.
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All proceeds from adoption
fees at GAP are donated to
Little Heroes Foundation
By adopting or foster-to-adopting one of
our beautiful greyhounds you will also help the
Little Heroes Foundation support seriously ill
children and their families!
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Portland trainer lands career-best four winners
MOUNT GAMBIER
Portland trainer Neville “Nifty” Lenehan well remembers those
days at Toolong when still a schoolboy and walking greyhounds
with his father Brian and his brothers.
“I still recall one of the dogs that I used to walk winning at the
opening meeting of the new Warrnambool track in September
1978,” he said.
Lenehan was speaking after a pretty good day at Tara Raceway
on Sunday, 8th August when he had been successful with
Radioactive, Aston Shintaro, Hostile Savage and Daph’s Express.
Actually, it was better than a pretty good day. It was his best day
ever at the track – his previous best being at Tara Raceway back
in July 2019 when he was successful with Joshua Rocks, Nitro
Missile and Lektra Brandy in the Anniversary Cup.
Radioactive, who had incurred the wrath of stewards early in the
year in Victoria, kicked Lenehan’s day off with an all the way win
in 23.19 seconds in the Todd’s Photographics Stake (400 m).
This was the son of Fernando Bale x Nicky’s Gift’s third win at
Tara Raceway after owner Jarrod Sharp had contacted Lenehan
to see if he would be interested in giving the black dog some
runs behind the finish-on-lure.
Aston Shintaro staged a big last to first win in the Commercial
Hotel Stake (400 m) when defeating Picogram by 1¾ lengths in
23.34 seconds.
And according to Lenehan, the black dog is another one that
had issues early in his career.
“At one stage he just wouldn’t go. So he was sent to Koroit to be
re-educated and as he showed today he is certainly going a lot
better now.”
Hostile Savage led all the way in the Klaassens Contractors Mixed
Stake (600 m), defeating Porridge Box, who made up a fair
amount of ground, by 3¾ lengths in 35.18 seconds.

Nifty Lenehan (left), Nicole Stanley and Richard Clayfield
pictured with Radioactive, Daph’s Extreme, Hostile Savage
and Aston Shintaro.

Collins, formerly of Mount Gambier, who purchased the dog as a
pup and then entrusted the rearing to Lenehan and Nicole Stanley.
The last time Lenehan received a call from leading Victorian
trainer Tom Dailly he ended up with a Mount Gambier Cup
finalist. This time it was to see if he wanted Daph’s Extreme who
had won three races in Victoria before “going off the boil”.
The blue and white son of Fernando Bale x Zippy Daph went into
yesterday’s Progreyhoundtips.com Stake (400 m) with two quick
recent 390 metres runs to his name at Warrnambool for his new
trainer. And he ran right up to that form with a 5½ lengths all the
way win over Another Cadillac in 23.19 seconds.
Lenehan probably now gets excited every time his phone rings!

By Hostile out of Sweet Savage, Hostile Savage is owned by Jim

Breeder-owner Robert Chuck with Galactic Medusa,
winner of the second heat of the Winter Classic.
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The Tara Tipsters, from left, Kevin Douglas, Richard Clayfield, Noel Perry,
Michael Robinson, Kevin Jones and David Lewis pictured with part ownertrainer Nathan Wilson and Foodbank Feature winner Oakvale Style.

Lake Terrace East, Mount Gambier, SA

0419 824 512

Every Thursday and Sunday afternoons.
Check local guides for start times.

mountgambiergreyhounds.com.au
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INTEGRITY

NOTES OF INDUSTRY CONSULTATIVE
GROUP (ICG) MEETING
HELD IN THE BOARDROOM OF GRSA, 55 CARDIGAN STREET,
ANGLE PARK ON FRIDAY 18 JUNE 2021 AT 10.00AM
ATTENDEES:
Grantley Stevens (Chairman), Petar Jovanovic, Jason Newman
(via Zoom), Christine Costa (via Zoom), Lisa Rasmussen, Gavin
Harris, Ryan Tugwell, Matthew Corby, Ray Fewings, David Lewis,
Des Jonas, Shaun Mathieson, Derek Kordick, Scott Wuchatsch
(via Zoom), Ben Kavenagh (Observer), Sheriden Milam (Notes
Secretary)

3.10 Demographic Profiling
The group noted the update.

The meeting commenced at 10.06am

4

1

APOLOGIES

4.1 The Phoenix event in Melbourne

Judi Hurley

SMA noted the Board’s support of expressing GRSA’s interest
in the event. SMA advised he has not heard back regarding
conditions or who has been accepted in to event, however
requested the groups feedback on their preferred method of
selecting the finalist. Members suggested a match race series,
CEO noted concern with match race and potential for varying
conditions. Members suggested two week series, 4 x 4 races
the first week and then 4 x 2 match races in the second to
determine the representative. The panel noted importance of
including domiciliary clause. Discussion around prizemoney and
payment. First, second and third pay back 10% of prizemoney
to GRSA, placings under this would not be required to pay
anything back to GRSA. Contract will be prepared with all
conditions. Members suggested the need to build excitement
around the contender via social media and other means.

2

NOTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING

3

BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETING

3.1 Sheepskin Lures for Education
The Group noted the update.
3.2 Science of Hair-Testing and Related Context
The Group noted the update.
3.3 Scratchings & Nominations
Changes to be communicated to industry. SMA noted minimal
issues with online scratchings.
Action: For the RM to communicate the changes to Scratching
and Nominations changes to industry
3.4 Preferred Box Draws
The Chairman noted this was a GA agenda item, pushing for
national research and funding of research.
3.5 Races Excluded from WAP
SMA identified those top up races excluded from WAP (over
$5,000). The panel were happy with list presented and group
agreed with also.
3.6 Local Rule – Breeding Restrictions
CEO noted changes to rule, group was happy with
amendments.
3.7 Greyhound Property Nanny
Positive response to proposal, however no uptake at
moment. Advertised via social media. The panel noted
private arrangements already in place but by publicising it
raised awareness. Chairman reiterated that GRSA in no way is
endorsing or liable.
3.8 Timing of Pink Card Applications
The panel noted delays and issues with DNA results. CEO
committed to raising issue at GA CEO’s meeting next week.
Action: SMA continue to convey message through Kennel
Capers around registering for pink cards while still racing.
Action:		CEO to raise DNA results delays at GA CEO’s meeting.
3.9 Greyhound Galloping

AGENDA ITEMS

4.2 State Finals of the Nationals in August
SWU indicated 21 August would see first race meeting at APK.
The panel noted proposal to have at MBR but his preference
would be to hold at Gawler. Group noted the restrictions
around Gawler and suggested holding over 530m. Group was
in agreeance with this.
4.3 Breakdown of Distance Racing
Members noted concern with number of dogs available
to sustain distance racing, suggested programming lower
grade distance races. Members suggested increasing feature
races for distance races encouraging investment in staying
dogs. SMA noted lack of nominations to separate dogs in to
grades. Members noted differences in prizemoney including
unplaced money amongst distance races. The CEO requested
consideration of suggestions by management in order for them
to prepare further proposal to the group.
4.4 Greyhound De-Sexing and Dental Care
Members noted their support of the proposal. CEO spoke to
the periodontitis issue and problems it causes with rehoming.
CEO questioned the group on suggestions on how the issues
could be handled. Members suggested providing marrow
bones. Members noted education around feeding, dry kibble,
bones. Members suggested finding dental technician that
can undertake procedure at a cheaper rate. CEO suggested
providing a subsidised service to trainers via a contractor.
Some members will speak to their contact to explore
opportunity.
4.5 GAP Captiva as an Ambulance

The group noted the update.

The group were supportive of suggestion.

3.10 Saturday Morning
The Chairman noted the importance of supporting Saturday
morning to ensure GRSA retains the timeslot. SMA noted
the issues of early start times however this was dictated by
24

thoroughbred start times. Discussion around changes to
Saturday schedule to best utilise the timeslot. Suggestion was
to have dual meeting at Murray Bridge. SWU noted potential
issues if narrow gaps between races. CEO suggested not
overcomplicating process and rather promotion of straight
track meeting to ensure uptake was better option. Members
suggested additional stakemoney for meeting would be
attractive. The Chairman questioned if a dual race meeting had
ever been tested, the CEO said it was known what is required
but had never been tested.

4.6 Trainers Car Park
The group agreed that it was not a practical or economical
solution. Members questioned if GRSA were looking at
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enforcing mandatory car and trailer air conditioning. The
CEO noted it was an active action item and committed to
reintroducing on Board’s agenda.
4.7 Kennel House Heating
SWU noted origin of concern from Victorian trainer. DJ noted
Stewards have been recording kennel house temperatures and
did not see as an issue. The group agreed they did not believe
it was necessary. Members questioned the delay in opening
race kennels. DJ to explore current approach and reasoning,
ensure consistency and sufficient time to warm up dog.
4.8 Gumtree and Facebook
The group noted Members concern’s regarding breeding
off dogs bought from Gumtree and poor quality, negative
image. Mandatory desexing of privately rehomed greyhounds
currently on GA agenda. Support from group to introduce
temporary local rule prior to national rule being introduced
(excluding dental). CEO committed to bringing to Board at next
meeting.
5.

OTHER BUSINESS

6.3 GB to confirm how a positive swab affects WAP payment,
withholding WAP payment.
6.4 Members questioned if opportunity to have additional
vet located at Murray Bridge. The CEO advised discussions
are currently occurring and options being explored for more
accessible veterinary services in Murray Bridge.
6.5 Maiden prizemoney – same across all grades.
6.6 SMA questioned whether Champion Puppy 455m at MBR
would be better alternative. Majority agreed that best option
would be at Gawler.
6.7 SMA noted removal of APK catergory 3 meeting with
straight track every Tuesday, questioned whether the group
agreed to remove one Tuesday straight to run heats (Howard
Ashton, Brian Johnston).
The meeting closed at 12.38pm.
NEXT MEETING: Friday 17 September, 2021

5.1 Christine Costa

If you

Christine noted her perceived issues with interpretation of
Code of Practice. DK noted the review of the draft Animal
Welfare Policy and intent for it to assist with clarification or
requirements. The CEO suggested practical exposure to
breeding was required to have licence approved. Members
noted need to protect breeding, requires expertise.

KNOW

something or of someone who is
involved in illegal practices

5.2 Judi Hurley
CEO committed to exploring the potential correlation between
ear branding and dental and how this may be undertaken by a
resource.

TELL

5.3 Lisa Rasmussen
Noted benefit to MBGRC from City A races and whether GRSA
consider introducing City A. CEO noted current discussions
with all Clubs around scheduling and wagering performance.
SWU suggested Gawler and Murray Bridge Cup series to carry
city prizemoney. It was further suggested Murray Bridge one
Monday night per month, City A prizemoney. SMT to consider
all options holistically. Suggested need for increase to straight
track prizemoney.
5.4 Petition for ‘Mt Gambier’ Stakemoney
CEO noted although Board and Management will not consider
any petition, he thought fitting to include topic on agenda
for discussion. Management to review distribution to ensure
equity.
6.

us in absolute confidence so
that we can investigate and if
necessary prosecute
And help us

PROTECT
the future of our great industry

LATE ITEMS

6.1 Members noted issues with track at Virginia. SWU noted
track issue has been addressed with GOTBA and in hands with
Neil Mann. Management is addressing road surface. SWU
committed to working with Neil Mann to address as a matter of
urgency.
6.2 Fencing issue at Gawler was raised. Members noted issues
with interruption, disruptions to dogs at start – SWU suggested
temporary fencing solution for Gawler Cup but still remains
an issue on normal racing nights. SWU suggested an angled
permanent fence.
Action: For the Projects Manager to apply for planning
approval for an angled fence to protect the 530m starting
boxes at Gawler from crowd interaction

REPORT IN CONFIDENCE ON (08) 8243 7116
OR EMAIL KNOWTELLPROTECT@GRSA.COM.AU
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RACING REPORT
Procedure/criteria
1.

For Monday night, the trainer is to contact
GRSA between 9am and 10am on Monday to
nominate. Should the Monday be a public holiday
bookings are to be made between 8am and 9am on the
scratching number.

2.

For Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday, the trainer is to 		
contact GRSA between 3pm and 4pm the day before.
Should any of these days fall on a public holiday 		
bookings are to be made during scratching times.

3.

Other than reserve greyhounds, trainers will be
restricted to trialling one (1) greyhound unless 		
nominations determine otherwise.

4.

Stewards will allocate the box for the greyhound.

5.

Trials will be 455m & 531m in distance as first
preference. Other distances considered depending
on nominations.

Sunday - Murray Bridge & Murray Bridge Straight (Morning - one
turn from 8am/straight from 9.30am) – book with Trialbooker for
one turn only from Thursday 11.30am to Friday 3pm.

6.

Greyhounds currently under suspension are ineligible 		
to trial unless they are undertaking a satisfactory trial to
be cleared.

Satisfactory and Qualifying trials at Murray Bridge for both
tracks are now on Friday mornings once a week – effective
immediately. Nominations close 12.30pm Thursday (for online
nominations 11.59pm Tuesday) Qualifying for the following Friday.

7.

Greyhound registration cards must be produced at
kennelling time.

8.

Trainers with other greyhounds engaged can utilise the
extra kennel space until such time they are ready to 		
leave. Trainers with no other greyhounds engaged will 		
be permitted to leave with Stewards permission.

9.

In the case of race at Murray Bridge, trials will only be 		
available on the track that is prepared to race that day
i.e. Sunday meeting on the u-shaped track, trials will be
on the u-shaped track only.

Trial schedule during Angle
Park redevelopment
Monday – Gawler (Morning from 7am) – no bookings required
Tuesday – Murray Bridge (Night from 6pm) – book with
Trialbooker from Monday 11.30am to Tuesday 3pm
Wednesday – Gawler (Night from 6pm) – book with Trialbooker
from Tuesday 11.30am to Wednesday 3pm
Thursday – Gawler (Morning from 7am) – no bookings required
Friday – Murray Bridge & Murray Bridge Straight (Morning – one
turn from 8am/straight from 9.30am) – book with Trialbooker for
one turn only from Wednesday 11.30am to Thursday 3pm
Saturday – No Trials

Trainers are advised that Satisfactory Trials on these days ONLY
will be approved.

POLICY FOR TRIALLING AT
ANGLE PARK, GAWLER AND MURRAY
BRIDGE BEFORE THE RACE MEETING
Policy Background
This policy is to detail the procedure for trainers seeking
greyhounds to trial before race meetings. This policy is
effective from 2 May 2019.
Race Meeting Trial Policy

The following lists the order in which greyhounds will be
selected in the event if more than eight (8) greyhounds are
nominated:
1. Reserves at the meeting that do not obtain a start
2. Trainers that have greyhounds engaged and are located
more than 100km in distance from the track
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It is vital that trainers nominate to trial at these race
meetings. If you are unable to nominate at these times,
please contact GRSA as soon as possible as permission
may be given at GRSA’s discretion to accept bookings
outside these times.
Exceptions to this policy

Two fields from the boxes with a maximum of four (4)
greyhounds. Trials may be conducted at any time during the
race meeting from immediately after kenneling until after the
last race, at Stewards’ discretion.

3. Satisfactory trials

Please note: If there are 12 races there will be NO trials.

Thursday nights are kept available for interstate greyhounds
to solo trial in a lead-up to SA Group races as well as local
greyhound’s trialling for Group racing interstate.
Upon request, local greyhounds will be allowed to solo trial
in a lead-up to a feature race and they will take one of the
eight (8) kennels available for trialling greyhounds ahead of
the policy and sit separate to the four (4) dog trials. Races
considered to be a feature are: Adelaide Cup, Gawler Cup,
Oaks, Derby, Howard Ashton, Brian Johnstone, SA Sprint,
SA Distance Championship, SA Anniversary Cup, SA
Country Cup, National Finals and any interstate Group race
Local greyhounds will be permitted to trial on a race night,
where they are in preparation for a feature event, nominated
for a meeting and the race does not stand up. This will
include all distances and also take precedence over the
policy. If a greyhound qualifies for a feature final and requires
a trial in between, this will be conducted as a solo trial and
will sit separately to the four (4) dog trials.
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MOUNT GAMBIER SATISFACTORY
TRIALS
Trainers are advised of a change to the booking of Satisfactory
Trials at Mt. Gambier. Mt Gambier hold trials on Tuesday and
Saturday mornings with Satisfactory trials ONLY being conducted
on Tuesdays and need to be booked with Barry Shepheard from
the Club on 0419 824 512.
At Race meetings Satisfactory trials can be done when less than
12 races. When there are 12 races these can be considered,
however, the trainer will not be able to kennel and must take
their greyhounds home straight after the trial. These race day
trials will also need to be booked through Barry at the Club. GRSA
administration staff will NOT accept these bookings and trainers
will be directed to contact Barry Shepheard.

TRACK INJURY
SURGERY REBATE
SCHEME
Has your greyhound been
injured at the races?
GRSA will contribute to 80% of
your surgery costs*

The Greyhound Adoption Program
will then prioritise your greyhound
for entry into the program.
*Not all injuries are covered - please refer to policy for
clarification on which injuries will be covered.
Maximum rebate of $1200 per injury.

For more information speak with the
On-Course veterinarian or a representative
of the Integrity Department.
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RACING REPORT

SA BRED WINNERS
The pool of money is $45,000 per month.
These winners all receive a $225 base payment with $75
to the Owner & $150 to the Breeder.
Then a monthly payment to the Owner & Breeder will be
determined by the number of SA Bred wins at all Sky
Racing meetings in South Australia for the month based
on 33.3% to the Owner and 66.7% to the breeder.
Monthly Payment July Final:
All Sky Meetings:
SA Bred Pool: $45,000
July Wins: 185 (37 meetings)
Meeting Average: 5.00"
July Monthly Wins: (185 wins x 37 meetings)
Final Payment for July
$225 x 185 (divided between Owner & Breeder)
$6.08 x 185 (Monthly payment for Breeder)
$12.17 x 185 (Monthly payment for Owner)

Greyhound

Owner

Breeder

GAWLER Tuesday 13 July		
Spring Ammo
Board Racing Syn
Board Racing Syn
Emerley Sharon
J Hurley
J Hurley
Faux Allie
McFrys Syn
C Lennard
Burning Nitro
N Price
N Price
Run Girl Run
B Oakey
R Murray
Spring Burner
Board Racing Syn
Board Racing Syn
Emerley Zero
J Hurley
J Hurley
She's Hope
McFrys Syn
N Price
Marlee Jaye
L Harley
L Harley
Nancy Lee
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
MURRAY BRIDGE Wednesday 14 July		
Soul Rocker
K Douglas
J Hurley
D Stuppos
D Stuppos
Diggin' For Gold
K Johnstone
K Johnstone
Bacardi Blaze
MOUNT GAMBIER Thursday 15 July		
Compton Ruby
T Price
K Price
Rocketline
M Robinson
T Price
MURRAY BRIDGE Thursday 15 July		
Spring Flora
Board Racing Syn G Board
C Costa
C Costa
Footrot Fernando
J Watkins
G Harris
Springvale Slick
N Rawlings
L Sermon
Vontae Mack
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Victa Buzz
T Davey
T Davey
Allinga Chloe
GAWLER Friday 16 July		
Girl On Fire
S Brook
S Brook
Another Ruby
B Gottschutzke
B Gottschutzke|
Break Time
C Butcher
C Butcher
Thunder On
B Sebastyan
G Harris
Tidelands
K Corby
K Corby
B May
R Harnas
Toby West
L Simes
D Perry
Dakota Hummer
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MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 18 July		
Tandiki
M Robinson
T Price
D Stuppos
D Stuppos
Material Girl
N Perry
N Perry
Rough In Vegas
GAWLER Sunday 18 July		
Burn The Box
B Gaspari
C Butcher
Springvale Cher
G Harris
G Harris
Victa Kurt
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Resolute Lee
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
Victa Haydn
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Dashing Wilma
G Harris
G Harris
See You Smile
D Jiggins
L Sermon
MURRAY BRIDGE Monday 19 July		
Spring Phoebe
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
Cold Esky
E Kowalewski
L Harris
Steal The Prize
Lads from the
M Payne
Western Suburbs Syn
GAWLER Tuesday 20 July		
Dwarshuis
D Turner
D Turner
Spring Harbour
Board Racing Syn G Board
Sometime Crazy
Bazinga Syn
R Maruszczyk
Marlee Jaye
L Harley
L Harley
Snakebite Me
Portlana Rawlings Syn T Rawlings
MOUNT GAMBIER Thursday 22 July		
Bourne Rose
D Peckham
D Peckham
Bungaloo Syn
J Little
Bungaloo Erin
D Peckham
J Little
Bourne Alvin
Bungaloo Syn
J Little
Bungaloo Sarah
MURRAY BRIDGE Thursday 22 July		
Finniss Flash
Next Racing Syn
L Harris
Spring Flora
Board Racing Syn G Board
Straight Blaze
K Johnstone
K Johnstone
Vontae Mack
N Rawlings
L Sermon
Victa Buzz
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Crush Your Enemy
T Richards
T Richards
Gemtree Maximus
P Rehmann
I Rehmann
GAWLER Friday 23 July		
Hooded Monkey
J Dolan
N Price
Locked
Velocity Lodge Syn B Weidenbach
Victa Kurt
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Victa Mikey
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Crazy Diva
Bazinga Syn
R Maruszczyk
GAWLER Saturday 24 July		
Pure By Design
S Gray
S Gray
Gypsy By Design
S Gray
S Gray
Our Boy Thommo
B Thompson
B Jessup
One Friend
C Bodsworth
Rovers Return Syn
G Turner
D Turner
Knight Show
MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 25 July		
Mary Bridget
S Bartholomew
R Chuck
Compton Tess
K Price
K Price
Indeed
G Turner
D Turner
Oakvale Style
N Wilson
K Wilson
Victa Jess
C Trengove
J Schadow
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GAWLER Sunday 25 July		
Iranian Girl
B Gaspari
K Wilson
Barely's Era
S Rana
T Rawlings
Victa Daryl
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Long Gully Barny
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
See You Smile
D Jiggins
L Sermon
Zinfandel Oompa
S Barber
C Barber
Aston Hackett
R Borda
C Butcher
MURRAY BRIDGE Monday 26 July		
Spring Illusion
Board Racing Syn G Board
He's All Purpose
T Richards
C Butcher
Gemtree Apollo
Gemtree Racing Team I Rehmann
Dark Tides
K Corby
K Corby
Gemtree Maximus
P Rehmann
I Rehmann
Go Go Dolly
C Butcher
C Barber
Oakvale Thrill
N Wilson
K Wilson
Steal The Prize
Lads from the
M Payne
Western Suburbs Syn
Coorong Cash
C Butcher
C Barber
GAWLER Tuesday 27 July		
Gazza
G Pidgeon
G Pidgeon
D Denton
M Doyle
Sullie's Girl
A Zurawski
B Wudarczyk
Magic Burner
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
Long Gully Jimmy
Bazinga Syn
R Maruszczyk
Crazy Whisper
McFrys Syn
C Lennard
Faux Allie
MURRAY BRIDGE Wednesday 28 July		
Testarossa Boy
M Doyle
M Doyle
R Murch
R Murch
Barcia Rocks
R Fewings
C Butcher
Craggy Island
C Butcher
C Butcher
Buckingham
Razza Racing Syn C Butcher
Our Purpose
Clayboys Syn
D Smith
Shimmy Sharna
MOUNT GAMBIER Thursday 29 July		
Flying Fuels
B Lees
B Weidenbach
S Price
K Price
Our Bro Paddy
Y King
T Davey
Allinga Ollie
T Davey
T Davey
Allinga Chloe
D Mitchell
T Aloisi
King Carey
T Davey
T Davey
Allinga Grin
MURRAY BRIDGE Thursday 29 July		
Iranian Girl
B Gaspari
K Wilson
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Victa Buzz
R Watkins
A Chevalier
Mazza's Princess
S Barber
C Barber
Zinfandel Oompa
GAWLER Friday 30 July		
Flora Colossus
T Delsar
M Doyle
Pure By Design
S Gray
S Gray
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
Long Gully Boy
H Foster
H Foster
Dorrigo McLaren
Another Ruby
B Gottschutzke
B Gottschutzke
Razza Racing Syn T Davey
Frodo Baggins
Air Marshall
R Murray
L Stewart
MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 1 August		
Piastri
D Smith
D Smith
L Bartholomew
R Harnas
Rough Pearl
S Bartholomew
R Chuck
Arctic Bear
M Robinson
T Price
Rocketline

Oakvale Style
N Wilson
K Wilson
Under Study
G Turner
D Turner
Mary Bridget
S Bartholomew
R Chuck
GAWLER Sunday 1 August		
Victa Jess
C Trengove
J Schadow
Dashing Wilma
G Harris
G Harris
Spring Lilac
Twenty Twenty Syn G Board
Tidelands
K Corby
K Corby
Marlee Jaye
L Harley
L Harley
MURRAY BRIDGE Monday 2 August		
Finniss Tale
Next Racing Syn
D Smith
Hoogley
C Cameron
B Weidenbach
Spring Ammo
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
Oakvale Thrill
N Wilson
K Wilson
Diggin' For Gold
D Stuppos
D Stuppos
GAWLER Tuesday 3 August		
Finniss Blossom
Next Racing Syn
L Harris
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
Long Gully Jimmy
T Davey
T Davey
Allinga Road
Emerley Burner
J Stirling
J Hurley
Crazy Whisper
Bazinga Syn
R Maruszczyk
Straight Blaze
K Johnstone
K Johnstone
K Johnstone
K Johnstone
Banjo Riley
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
Long Gully Lisa
Two Toes Syn
N Price
Jamie Lannister
MURRAY BRIDGE Wednesday 4 August		
Black Cobra
J Sargent
R Fewings
M Payne
M Payne
Wreck It Garros
H Foster
H Foster
Dorrigo McLaren
S Trengove
S Trengove
Daniel Sun
M Taylor
T Cattermole
Keungi
MOUNT GAMBIER Thursday 5 August		
Bungaloo Yvonne
Bungaloo Syn
D Peckham
T Hinrichsen
T Hinrichsen
Memphis Fury
T Richards
T Richards
Meek And Mild
S Price
K Price
Our Bro Paddy
S Trengove
D Turner
Pocket Boy
S Halliday
L Sermon
Shady Past
MURRAY BRIDGE Thursday 5 August		
Woodside Zulu
G Smith
W Harkins
B May
R Harnas
Toby West
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Victa Buzz
Victa Maggie
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
B Gaspari
C Butcher
Burn The Box
GAWLER Friday 6 August		
Anna Indy
D Grgurovic
R Fewings
G Harris
G Harris
Shan's Jinx
G Turner
D Turner
Indeed
S Brook
S Brook
Girl On Fire
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
Long Gully Fred
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
Long Gully Barny
E Kowalewski
L Harris
Cold Esky
MURRAY BRIDGE Saturday 7 August		
Makani Girl
M Doyle
M Doyle
N Rawlings
T Rawlings
Classy Chaos
T Panagiotou
L Harris
Spring Drama
A Cullen
K Corby
Quinnish
S Feltus
D Turner
Bumrah
J Hurley
J Hurley
Emerley Apep
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NEWS
MOUNT GAMBIER Sunday 8 August		
Galactic Shima
R Chuck
R Chuck
Mary Bridget
S Bartholomew
R Chuck
Galactic Medusa
R Chuck
R Chuck
Arctic Bear
S Bartholomew
R Chuck
Rough Pearl
L Bartholomew
R Harnas
GAWLER Sunday 8 August		
Dashing Jinx
Dirty Dozen Syn
G Harris
Spring Lilac
Twenty Twenty Syn G Board
Gemtree Apollo
Gemtree Racing Team Syn I
Rehmann
Blue By You
S Miles
S Coates
Miss Bellawood
G Grgurovic
G Grgurovic
Spring Crossing
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
P Smith
T Cattermole
Boundin' Baby
		
MURRAY BRIDGE Monday 9 August		
Coorong Dasher
C Butcher
M Payne
Mrs. Missile
LTS Syn
B Jessup
K Corby
K Corby
Harbor Blues
A Anderson
N Price
Hope's Tribute
Coorong Cash
C Butcher
C Barber
Mclaren Dazzler
H Foster
H Foster
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PHOTO COURTESY OF

KURT DONSBERG GREYHOUND
PHOTOGRAPHY

CALL JULIE MORRIS ON 0413 380 839
www.accelltherapy.com.au
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For greyhounds whelped on or after 1st July 2019

FINAL @ $14,275

Sunday 08.08.21

SA NATIONAL DISTANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
(680M @ MURRAY BRIDGE)

No Heats (lead up races as required)
JUNE 2022
STATE FINAL (Best 8) @ $15,250 Thursday
12.08.21

SA NATIONAL SPRINT CHAMPIONSHIP
(530M @ MURRAY BRIDGE)

HEATS @ $5,595
STATE FINAL @ $14,275

UP TO 30

Thursday 05.08.21
Thursday 12.08.21

NATIONAL GRAND FINALS – Saturday 28.08.21 – (Group 1) Meadows Victoria
KINGS & QUEENS
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
Maiden greyhounds are ineligible.
For Dogs & Bitches whelped between
1st March 2019 & 31st May 2019 (Special Conditions)

HEATS @ $5,150
FINAL @ $7,500

Thursday 26.08.21
Thursday 02.09.21

SA OAKS
530M (Group 3 Event)
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
Maiden greyhounds are ineligible.
For Bitches whelped on or after 1st June 2019

HEATS @ $5,150
FINAL @ $35,000

Thursday 09.09.21
Thursday 16.09.21

SA DERBY
530M (Group 3 Event)
Special Event – No Penalties Apply.
Maiden greyhounds are ineligible.
For Dogs whelped on or after 1st June 2019

HEATS @ $5,150
FINAL @ $35,000

Thursday 09.09.21
Thursday 16.09.21

CLASSIC 2021 PRELUDE (1)
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in July.19 to Dec.19
and paid up for Classic 2021.
SA MATCH RACE SERIES
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
Best 8 greyhounds.
Match Race conditions as advertised.

HEATS @ $2,200
FINAL @ $4,500

Monday 20.09.21
Monday 27.09.21

4 - Match Races @ $4,000 - $4,750 each - runners up $500
Overall Winner ($7.5k, $2.5k, $1k)Thursday 23.09.21

ADELAIDE CUP
530M (Group 1 Event)
Best Greyhounds Nominated.

HEATS @ $14,275
FINAL @ $145,250
Special Conditions: Includes Adelaide Cup Consolation (from Heats) on 08.10.21

Thursday 30.09.21
Friday
08.10.21

ADELAIDE CUP CONSOLATION
530M
Consolation from Adelaide Cup Heats

EVENT @ $14,275

Friday 08.10.21

PREMIERS’ CUP
730M (Best Greyhounds Nominated)

EVENT @ $14,275

Friday 08.10.21

2021 SA COUNTRY CUP (6 dog final)
530M
Conditions Apply. Heats at MB, GAW Prov2, MTG

HEATS @ $2,125
EVENT @ $7,500

CLASSIC 2021 PRELUDE (2)
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply

Friday

08.10.21

HEATS @ $2,200
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in July.19 to Dec.19 FINAL @ $4,500
and paid up for Classic 2021.

Friday 15.10.21
Thursday 21.10.21

LEIGH ROGERS
530M (Grade 6)

Thursday 28.10.21
Thursday 04.11.21

BRIAN JOHNSTONE
530M (Group 3 Event)

HEATS @ $3,260
FINAL @ $14,275
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LEIGH ROGERS
530M (Grade 6)
CLUB NEWS

HEATS @ $3,260
FINAL @ $14,275

BRIAN JOHNSTONE
530M (Group 3 Event)
Special Event – No Penalties Apply

Thursday 28.10.21
Thursday 04.11.21

HEATS @ $????
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in July.19 to Dec.19 SEMI-FINALS @ $4,500
And paid up for Classic 2021
FINAL @ $37,500

Thursday 11.11.21
Thursday 18.11.21
Thursday 25.11.21

KATE’S A SCANDAL XMAS SPRINT
530M (FFA)

EVENT @ $14,275

Thursday 23.12.21

SA SPRINT CHAMPIONSHIP
530M (Listed Event)
(SA Domiciled Special Conditions Apply)

HEATS @ $5,150
FINAL @ $22,000

Thursday 06.01.22
Thursday 13.01.22

JOHN GRAY
530M (Grade 5)

HEATS @ $3,585
FINAL @ $14,275

Thursday 13.01.22
Thursday 20.01.22

DOUG PAYNE
530M SA Bred (Free For All)

EVENT @ $14,275

Thursday 27.01.22

SA ST. LEGER
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
Un-Raced Maidens are ineligible
For greyhounds whelped on or after 1st July 2019

HEATS @ $5,150
FINAL @ $14,275

Thursday 10.02.22
Thursday 17.02.22

HEATS @ $3,260
FINAL @ $5,595

Thursday
Thursday

10.03.22
17.03.22

HEATS @ $2,200
FINAL @ $4,500

Monday
Monday

21.03.22
28.03.22

HEATS @ $5,595
FINAL @ $7,750

Thursday 07.04.22
Thursday 14.04.22

LAUNCHING PAD (SA Series)
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
(1-4 wins with no more than 28 starts)
Series at Sandown Heats 31/3, Semis 7/4, Final 14/4.
BREEDERS 2022 PRELUDE (1)
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.20 to June.20
And paid up for Breeders 2022.

EASTER CUP
595M (Mixed Event)

EASTAR MATCH RACE SERIES (SA Trained only)
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
8 fastest greyhounds trained in SA based on times.
4 - Match Races @ $3,000 - $4,500 each
Match Race conditions as advertised.
Overall Winner ($6k, $2.5k, $1.5k) Thursday 14.04.22
BREEDERS 2022 PRELUDE (2)
530M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.20 to June.20
And paid up for Breeders 2022.
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SA ANNIVERSARY CUP
530M (Feature Event)
Best greyhounds nominated

HEATS @ $2,200
FINAL @ $4,500

Monday
Monday

HEATS @ $5,150
FINAL @ $14,275

Thursday 21.04.22
Thursday 28.04.22
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22.04.22
28.04.22

For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.20 to June.20
And paid up for Breeders 2022.

FINAL @ $4,500

Monday

SA ANNIVERSARY CUP
530M (Feature Event)
Best greyhounds nominated

HEATS @ $5,150
FINAL @ $14,275

Thursday 21.04.22
Thursday 28.04.22

SA DISTANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
730M (Feature Event)
(Best Greyhounds Nominated)

28.04.22

HEATS @ $6,320
FINAL @ $15,250

Thursday 21.04.22
Thursday 28.04.22

For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.20 to June.20
And paid up for Breeders 2022.

HEATS @ $????
SEMI-FINALS @ $4,500
FINAL @ $37,500

Thursday
12.05.22
Thursday 19.05.22
Thursday 26.05.22

SHANE McQUEEN
595M
Best greyhounds nominated

HEATS @ $5,595
FINAL @ $14,275

HOWARD ASHTON
530M (Group 3 Event)
Special Event – No Penalties Apply

BAYROAD QUEEN STAYERS CUP
730M
Best greyhounds nominated

Thursday 26.05.22
Thursday 02.06.22

HEATS @ $6,320
FINAL @ $14,275

Thursday 16.06.22
Thursday 23.06.22

y
p
p
a
H

Greyhound Racing SA reserves the right to alter any of these events including the prizemoney.

HOUR

AY
MONDAY TO FRID

4PM TO 7PM

AY
URDAY AND SUND

SAT

PINT OF BE$ER

ALL TAP
BEERS

2PM TO 6PM

HOUSE WBERIN$5E | MEMBER $450

$
EM
EMBER 5 NON-M
M
|
6
ER
B
EM
-M
NON

FOR BOOKINGS CALL 8243 7143
Drink responsibly.
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GAWLER 50TH ANNIVERSARY FEATURE
531m
CLUB
OpenNEWS
Best greyhounds nominated

EVENT @ $10,000

Friday

18.7.21

HEATS @ $1,600
FINAL @ $3,300

Tuesday
Tuesday

17.08.21
24.08.21

HEATS @ $1,855
FINAL @ $8,000

Monday
Sunday

18.10.21
24.10.21

HEATS @ $3,000
FINAL @ $36,000

Monday
Sunday

18.10.21
24.10.21

HEATS @ $2,565
FINAL @ 8,500

Sunday
Sunday

24.10.21
31.10.21

ANNIVERSARY CUP
531m
FFA - Best greyhounds nominated

EVENT @ $4,000

Sunday

31.10.21

FEATURE GOLDEN MAIDEN
531m
For Maiden greyhounds

HEATS @ $1,450
FINAL @ $5,000

Sunday
Sunday

28.11.21
05.12.21

HEATS @ $2,200
FINAL @ $4,500

Sunday
Sunday

26.12.21
2.01.22

For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Breeders 2022

HEATS @ $1,600
FINAL @ $3,300

Sunday
Sunday

27.02.22
06.03.22

GAWLER FUTURE STARS
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in 2020

HEATS @ $2,125
FINAL @ $3,500

Sunday
Sunday

10.04.22
17.04.22

GAWLER FEATURE RACES UP TO 30 JUNE 2022
GAWLER CLASSIC 2021 (short course)
400m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Classic 2021

GAWLER SPRINT CLASSIC
400m
Best greyhounds nominated

GAWLER GOLD CUP (Group 3)
531m
Best greyhounds nominated
(Consolation $3,575 on Final night)

GAWLER STAYERS CUP
643m
Best greyhounds nominated

GAWLER CLASSIC 2021
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Classic 2021

GAWLER BREEDERS 2022 (short course)
400m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
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GAWLER EASTER SPRINT
For
SA Bred greyhounds whelped in 2020
531m
For Mixed greyhounds
GAWLER EASTER SPRINT
531m
For Mixed greyhounds
GAWLER EASTER SPRINT
531m
For Mixed greyhounds
GAWLER BREEDERS 2022
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
GAWLER BREEDERS 2022
531m
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Breeders 2022
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
GAWLER
BREEDERS
55 Cardigan Street,
Angle Park 2022
SA 5010
531m
(PO
Box
2352,
Regency
Park SA
5942)
For SA Bred greyhounds
paid
up for Breeders 2022
Special Event – No Penalties Apply

FINAL @ $3,500
FINAL @ $5,000

Sunday
Sunday

17.04.22
17.04.22

FINAL @ $5,000

Sunday

17.04.22

FINAL @ $5,000

Sunday

17.04.22

HEATS @ $2,200
FINAL @ $4,500

Sunday
Sunday

12.06.22
19.06.22

HEATS @ $2,200
FINAL @ $4,500

Phone: (09) 8243
7100 Fax:
(09) 8268 2870
Sunday
12.06.22
Website: www.grsa.com.au
Sunday 19.06.22

HEATS @ $2,200
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Breeders 2022
FINAL @ $4,500
MURRAY BRIDGE EVENTS FROM 1 JULY 2021 TO 30
GAWLER PRODUCE STAKE
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
HEATS @ $2,200
GAWLER
PRODUCE
Unraced
greyhounds
are STAKE
eligible
SEMI-FINALS @ $3,000
531m
For greyhounds whelped in 2020 – Special Conditions FINAL @ $22,000
SA
STRAIGHT
TRACK
CHAMPIONSHIP
(350M Murray
Special
Event – No
Apply
HEATSBridge)
@ $2,200
(Final
guaranteed
atPenalties
$22,000.
GAWLER
PRODUCE
STAKE
350M
Unraced greyhounds
eligible
SEMI-FINALS @ $3,000
Consolation
on Final are
night
- $3,000)
531m
Open
For greyhounds whelped in 2020 – Special Conditions FINAL @ $22,000
Special
Event – NoatPenalties
HEATS
HEATS @
@ $2,200
$1,055
(Final guaranteed
$22,000.Apply
Unraced
greyhounds
are
eligible
SEMI-FINALS
@ $3,000
FINAL
@
$5,000
Consolation
on
Final
night
$3,000)
MURRAY
TO 30
JUNE
2022
For
greyhoundsBRIDGE
whelped in FEATURE
2020 – SpecialRACES
Conditions UP
FINAL
@ $22,000
(Final guaranteed at $22,000.
Consolation
on Final night
- $3,000)
MURRAY BRIDGE
ANNIVERSARY
CUP 530M
@ $4,000

Sunday
Sunday

12.06.22
19.06.22

JUNE 2022 –

Sunday 26.06.22
Sunday 03.07.22
Sunday 10.07.22
Sunday 26.06.22
Sunday 03.07.22
Sunday 10.07.22
Sunday
26.06.22
Wednesday
28.07.21
Sunday
03.07.22
Wednesday
04.08.21
Sunday 10.07.22
Friday 17.12.21

AGRC/MURRAY BRIDGE COUNTRY SUMMER OAKS 455M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
HEATS @ $1,645
For Bitches whelped on or after 1st July 2019
FINAL @ $5,000

Friday 10.12.21
Friday 17.12.21

AGRC/MURRAY BRIDGE COUNTRY SUMMER DERBY 455M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
HEATS @ $1,645
For Dogs whelped on or after 1st July 2019
FINAL @ $5,000

Friday 10.12.21
Friday 17.12.21

MURRAY BRIDGE CUP
455M Open

Friday 11.03.22
Sunday 20.03.22

HEATS @ $2,500
FINAL @ $22,000

MURRAY BRIDGE STRAIGHT TRACK CUP FINAL (350M Murray Bridge)
350M
Open
HEATS @ $1,055
FINAL @ $14,275

Tuesday 17.05.22
Tuesday 24.05.22

Greyhound Racing SA reserves the right to alter any of these events including the prizemoney.
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CLUB NEWS

SCHEDULE OF FEES
SCHEDULE OF FEES
(From 1 July, 2019)

FROM JULY 1ST 2019
Registration as Owner
Registration as Attendant (14-15 years)
Registration as Owner / Attendant
Registration as Tier 3 Trainer
Registration as Tier 2 Trainer
Registration as Tier 1 Trainer
Registration as Breeder
Notice of Service
Registration of Litter
Transfer of Ownership
Lease Agreement
Syndicate Application
Application to Name (SA)
Duplicate Greyhound Card
Duplicate Licence Card
Duplicate Weight Card
Duplicate Naming Form
DNA Fees - (Apply through GA - $180 rebate in SA)
Stud Dog Registration (Apply through GA - $775 rebate in SA)
Rule Book
June Whyte Training Book
Stud Book (apply through GA)
Kennel Capers Subscription (Annual)
Right of Review Appeal Application ($150 Non-refundable)
Appeal Fee ($150 Non-refundable)
Angle Park and Gawler DVD - Full Meeting (DVD $4.00 extra)
Angle Park and Gawler DVD - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)
AGRC Member - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)
Club Member - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)

Angle Park

TRIAL FEES

All trialling (per dog) for AGRC Members
All trialling (per dog) for Non-Members

GST inc.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

FREE
$10.00

N/A
Yes

All trialling (per dog) for GGRC Members
All trialling (per dog) for Non-Members

FREE
$10.00

N/A
Yes

Murray Bridge
All trialling (per dog) for MBGRC Members
All trialling (per dog) for Non-Members

FREE
$10.00

N/A
Yes

$3.00
$3.00

Yes
Yes

Gawler

RACE BOOKS
Angle Park - Free to AGRC Members
Gawler - Free to GGRC Members
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FEE
No Fee
$10.00
$20.00
$30.00
$40.00
$50.00
$25.00
No Fee
No Fee
$20.00
$20.00
No Fee
No Fee
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$180.00
$1,275.00
Free
Free
$80.00
$50.00
$300.00
$500.00
$33.00
$20.00
$12.00
$13.00
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LEADING STATISTICS
1ST JANUARY TO 31ST JULY 2021
Trainer - TAB
Tony Rasmussen
David Peckham
Rebeca Romyn
Lisa Rasmussen
Lauren Harris
Tracie Price
Ben Rawlings
Clint Trengove
Matthew Payne
Troy Murray
Stud Dog
Fernando Bale
Barcia Bale
Worm Burner
Fabregas
Aston Dee Bee
Dyna Double One
Kinloch Brae
My Bro Fabio
Spring Gun
Mepunga Blazer

111
105
94
91
81
75
75
57
55
54
505
276
272
142
123
100
81
72
66
59

SA Stud Dog
Worm Burner
Kalden Komoto
Hukanui
Emerley Carlos
Snakebite Bale
Gun McBain
Lachlan Brown
Woodnear

272
26
20
15
8
4
4
4

SA Brood Bitch
Victa Victoria
Molly Be Nimble
Banjo Blaze
Just Crazy
Scarp Missile
Zinfandel Zara
Heading My Way
She's A Looper
Springvale Bryne
Spicy Peppa

52
50
41
41
34
27
26
26
24
23

SA Breeder
Joan Schadow
Tim Richards
Cameron Butcher
Gavin Harris
Judith Hurley
Renata Maruszczyk
Kathleen Johnstone
Paula Hearnden
Lesley Sermon
Nicole Price
Gawler Track Star Award
Leading Greyhound 1st
Air Marshall
12
All Out Crazy
9
Dakota Hummer
7
Crazy Diva
7
Threaten
7
Jack's Well
7
Spring Burner
7
Victa Reid
7
Canya Go Wild
6
Charlie Brother
6
Sutton Sandy
6

123
113
94
91
76
72
63
63
62
61
2nd
0
2
4
4
3
1
1
0
6
3
3

3rd
1
4
3
2
4
1
1
2
0
3
1

WHELPINGS JUNE
Breeding				Whelping Date

Offspring		Breeder

Aston Dee Bee - Hot Koukla		

3 June			

1 Dog			

Alan Randall

Hard Style Rico - Stitch 'Em Milli		

7 June			

6 Dogs, 5 Bitches

Shelley Trengove

Magical Bale - Kisses For Chloe		

7 June			

7 Dogs, 3 Bitches

Ray Fewings

Mepunga Blazer - Oakvale Beauty

22 June 4		

Dogs, 1 Bitch		

Kerri Wilson

Orson Allen - Heading My Way		

15 June			

4 Dogs, 3 Bitches

Ray Murray

Orson Allen - Mepunga Georgia		

3 June			

5 Dogs, 3 Bitches

Michael Ceravolo

Sennachie - Fabwick			

9 June			

7 Dogs, 5 Bitches

Kirin Corby

Sennachie - Lose Your Blues		

1 June			

3 Dogs, 4 Bitches

Chris Jaensch

Zipping Garth - Temerity			

12 June			

2 Bitches		

Yvonne Maxwell
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RACING REPORT

NOMINATION DETAILS
Nomination details for meetings from Monday 19th July
to Sunday 15th August:
Monday 19th July		
Murray Bridge		
100
Tuesday 20th July		Gawler			104
Wednesday 21st July		
Murray Bridge		
93
Thursday 22nd July		
Mount Gambier		
81
Thursday 22nd July		
Murray Bridge		
89
Friday 23rd July			Gawler			78
Saturday 24th July		Gawler			100
Sunday 25th July			
Mount Gambier		
68
Sunday 25th July			Gawler			101
Monday 26th July		
Murray Bridge		
88
Tuesday 27th July		Gawler			106
Wednesday 28th July		
Murray Bridge		
87
Thursday 29th July		
Mount Gambier		
71
Thursday 29th July		
Murray Bridge		
65
Friday 30th July			Gawler			111
Sunday 1st August		
Mount Gambier		
81
Sunday 1st August		Gawler			86
Murray Bridge		
83
Monday 2nd August		
Tuesday 3rd August		Gawler			115
Wednesday 4th August		
Murray Bridge		
84
Thursday 5th August		
Mount Gambier		
67
Thursday 5th August		
Murray Bridge		
70
Friday 6th August		Gawler			87
Saturday 7th August		
Murray Bridge		
65
Sunday 8th August		
Mount Gambier		
69
Sunday 8th August		Gawler			85
Monday 9th August		
Murray Bridge		
85
Tuesday 10th August		Gawler			85
Wednesday 11th August		
Murray Bridge		
68
Thursday 12th August		
Mount Gambier		
69
Thursday 12th August		
Murray Bridge		
87
Friday 13th August		Gawler			81
Sunday 15th August		
GOTBA Coursing		
13
Sunday 15th August		
Mount Gambier		
85
Sunday 15th August		Gawler			77

Little Johnny asks the teacher,
“Mrs Roberts, can I be punished for
something I haven’t done?”
Mrs Roberts is shocked, “Of course
not, Johny, that would be very
unfair!”
Little Johnny is relieved, “OK Mrs
Roberts, sorry, I haven’t done my
homework.”
38
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Get Social!
Beyond the popular Facebook
pages for Greyhound Racing SA
and GAP SA, did you know that
we have the following social
media profiles:
GRSA Registered Participants
Closed Group
This is strictly only for registered
participants with information
posted relevant to SA participants
on industry matters. You must
request to join the closed group via
Facebook. Currently we have 316
members and growing.
@TheDogsSA
Join our over 3,000 followers on
Twitter for the hottest tips and
latest punting information on South
Australian greyhounds.
Instagram
GAP SA is on instagram and our fan
base is growing every day (currently
at 2983)! Be sure to follow
@gapsouthaus for an insider’s look
into program.

THE MOST
IMPORTANT THING IS
TO TRY AND INSPIRE
PEOPLE SO THAT
THEY CAN BE GREAT
IN WHATEVER THEY
WANT TO DO.

KOBE BRYANT
Former NBA basketballer

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISE IN KENNEL CAPERS
SA REARING – CALOMBA
•

•

For fees and further information please contact:

Leanne on 0408 478 371 or
Paul on 0402 287 231

Full Page - $50/Month
Half Page - $25/Month
Classifed Ad - $10/Month
92mm x 60mm

Voluntary payment
for GAP SA on
prizemoney forms

Current vacancies for rearing and pre-training
Meat & kibble diet
• 100m exercise yards
Limited kennel spaces at the moment

ADVERTISING RATES

Owners can direct prizemoney to GAP on the
Prizemoney Reimbursement forms. GRSA has made
this change on the forms where Owners can direct a
percentage of prizemoney to GAP.
These forms are available on the website and from GRSA.

Dr Greg Moore BVSc - Veterinary Surgeon

NOW OPEN

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday – 8.30am to 6.00pm
Tuesday – 8.30am to 9.00pm
Saturday – 8.30am to 12.30pm
For all appointments call (08) 8243 7145
Phone will be answered 24/7 in case of emergency

Email: admin@angleparkvet.com.au
55 Cardigan Street, Angle Park SA 5010

GRSA have copies of
Greyhound Whelping Handbook
by Desley Williams
available for purchase at
Angle Park reception for $25.
Can be posted if required.
The book can also be purchased
online directly from the author:
https://bit.ly/3roFXw7

ADVERTISING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
We will be happy to negotiate a price for people wishing to
run adverts for an extended period.
If we have not received the prescribed fee then the
advertisements will be held over until we receive payment.
When advertising in Kennel Capers be mindful that once
the booking time frame has expired the advertisement will
be removed. If you wish to continue please contact Caralyn
Fielden at GRSA.
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EXPRESSIONS
OF INTEREST

TRAINERS FOR PUBLIC SYNDICATES
GRSA is looking for South Australian trainers that we can
partner with new syndicates and owners to help get new
participants involved and grow the sport we love.
With a real determination to make syndication a success
for the future of the code here in our state, GRSA recently
created the role of Syndicate Coordinator to work as
a conduit between the public and participants to help
facilitate new and successful syndicates.
• Syndicates will choose their desired trainer from a list
		
of those public trainers wishing to register.
• No contact details will be revealed to the syndicate
until a meeting between the parties has occurred 		
to ensure a correct fit for both trainer and syndicate.
• The process is designed to be as easy as possible for
all parties, with the GRSA Syndication Coordinator
assisting in the setting up and managing of the
syndicates, as well as providing templates and
contracts for the syndicate and trainers
• GRSA will ensure that syndicates are aware of the
Syndicate Manager being the main point of contact
		
with the trainer.
• Syndicates will also be fully aware of their obligations
to the greyhound(s) in regards to post-racing 		
and its entry into GAP SA or the home of a
syndicate member.

Essential criteria for trainers:
• Registered as a public trainer
• Excellent communication skills and commitment to 		
engage with syndicate members
• A willingness to help make syndication an
enjoyable experience
• An excellent animal welfare record
• A positive attitude
• Any basic experience with Facebook and social media
to help communicate with the syndicate is an advantage.
In return, the GRSA Syndicate Coordinator will facilitate that
trainers are only having to deal with the Syndicate Manager
and will help present available options of greyhounds for
purchase with the final decision that of the syndicate with
hopefully input from the trainer.
We are in the early stages of this process and GRSA hopes
we can all work together to ensure this is a success for all
involved.
For more information and to send your expression of
interest please email sean.donnelly@grsa.com.au or call
Sean at the office on 8243 7102

RETURNING
AUGUST 26!

Want
dinner
on
us?
Want dinner on us?

All you need is 3 dogs from box 8 to win!

ou need is 3 dogs from box 8 to win!

There’s no catch... Trust us!
Book a group of 4 or more for dinner at Angle Park on a Thursday night and, if three dogs
wearing number 8 win on the night, you’ll have the entire value of your booking refunded!

ere’s no catch... Trust us!
That’s right, FREE!

But, of course, there are a few terms and conditions* that apply.

k a group of 4 or more for dinner at Angle Park on a Thursday night and, if three dogs
Bookings must be made by 11am the Monday prior
ring number 8 win on the night, you’ll have the entire value of your booking refunded!
chasers.net.au | 8243 7150

That’s right, FREE!
But, of course, there are a few terms and conditions* that apply.
Bookings must be made by 11am the Monday prior
chasers.net.au | 8243 7150

For full terms and conditions please visit www.chasers.net.au.

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

17-Aug-21
Tuesday

qualy trialled in that time. All grades eligible. N/P)

$1,600 Hts 2021 Gawler Classic–400m (SA Bred greyhound paid up for Classic 2021. $3,300 Final 24/8)
$1,430 Grade 5 – 643m
$1,055 Mixed Masters – 400m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom - must have raced previous 6 months or

FEATURES /HEATS

Gawler
(Twilight-TAB)
Prov1
Gawler
(Morning-TAB)
Prov2 (TG)
Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov1
Gawler
(Night -TAB)
Prov1
Murray Bridge
(Night-TAB)
Prov 1
Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov2 (TG)

20-Aug-21
Friday

qualy trialled in that time. All grades eligible. N/P)

Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. (RATINGS 11-5 GIVEN FIRST PREFERENCE FOR MEETING Greyhounds
graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for
Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to
“Time Based Grading” published conditions.

$1,255 Open Maiden Stake – 395m
$1,755 Novice (0-6 wins)-530m
$1,540 Grade 6 Bitches Only – 455m
$3,300 2021 Gawler Classic Final – 400m (SA Bred greyhound paid up for Classic 2021. Hs Tues 17/8/21)

$1,645 Grade 6 Final- 531m (Heats 15/8/21)
$1,855 Grade 5 Final – 400m (15/8/21)

(3 x 305m race – 1x Young Star Maiden, 1 x Juvenile and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)

Prov 1 Grading & prizemoney
$1,345 Juvenile – 400m or 512m

Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or more wins.
Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be
determined by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.

$1,430 Winning Formula Maiden Final – 400m (Heats 13/8/21)
$1,530 SA Owned Gr.5 - 400m
$1,540 Grade 6 – 531m (1 – 3 wins only)

******Standby Shortcourse only run if required******

$3,585 Grade 6 Final – 455m (Heats 12/8/21)
$6,320 Mixed – 680m
$3,585 Maiden/Grade 6 – 530m
$5,150 Mixed – 455m
$3,585 Bitches Grade 5 – 455m

Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4
wins and 5 or more wins, 600m (0-2 wins of possible). Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except
for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves determined by the Grader. No Guarding. Please
refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions. Distances above 400m

25-Aug-21 Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
Wednesday
(Day-TAB) $880 Bitches Grade 5 – 300m
Prov2
$840 Heats Grade 6– 350m (Final 31/8/21)

24-Aug-21
Tuesday

23-Aug-21
Monday

22-Aug-21
Sunday

21-Aug-21
Saturday

Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
(TG)
Murray Bridge
(Night-TAB)
City A

19-Aug-21
Thursday

$880 Masters Grade 5 – 350m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom - must have raced previous 6 months or

winning connections for final)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

JUV-1/8/19
MAIDEN
GR.6
Or as listed

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR – amended 5/8/21

18-Aug-21 Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
Wednesday
(Day-TAB) $1,855 Mixed 345 Final – 300m (Heats Saturday 7/8/21)
Prov2
$1,430 Daish Irrigation & Fodder Maiden Final – 300m (Heats Saturday 7/8/21. $100 voucher provided by Daish to (Feat.)

TRACK

DATE

AUGUST 2021
OTHER

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Own
Grade 5 (Feat.)
531m
$1,055

GR.5

(Feat.)

Mix-643m
$2,565

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

600+

Wed-18-Aug

Tues-17-Aug

Wed-18-Aug

Tues-17-Aug

Mon-16-Aug

Mon-16-Aug

Fri-13-Aug

Thur-12-Aug

Fri-20-Aug

Thur-19-Aug

Mix 680m Thur-19-Aug
$2,565

700+

GRSA
NOMS
CLOSE

Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
(TG)
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B

26-Aug-21
Thursday

30-Aug-21
Monday

Conditions apply depending upon nominations. $7,500 Final 2/9/21)

$5,150 Heats Kings & Queens – 530m (For dogs and bitches whelped between 1/3/2019 & 31/5/2019. Special

Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4
wins and 5 or more wins, 600m (0-2 wins of possible). Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except
for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves determined by the Grader. No Guarding. Please
refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions. Distances above 400m

FEATURES /HEATS

more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races – Non-Penalty with Pathway
Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading”
published conditions.TRAINERS MUST NOMINATE FOR TG

31-Aug-21 Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
Tuesday
(Day-TAB) $880 Grade 6 Final – 350m (Final 25/8/21)
Some Timed Graded Races- “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or
Prov2

that time. 4yo & higher will have pref. All grades eligible. N/P)

$2,265 Grade 5 Middle Distance Final -595m (Heats 23/8/21)
$1,430 Bitches Grade 5 – 342m
(Feat.)
$1,450 Open Maiden Stake – 530m
$1,525 Mixed Masters - 342m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in

(PATHWAY RACES Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for some races. Trainers must advise No
Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Juvenile530m
$1,150

(Feat.)

Juvenile –
400m $1,345

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

JUV-1/8/19
MAIDEN
GR.6
Or as listed

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR – amended 5/8/21

$2,465 Open Maiden – 530m
$3,460 SA Owned Grade 6 – 530m
$5,150 Best 8 (N/P)–530m (Trainers need to nom “No Best 8” if do not want to be considered)
$5,595 Best 8 (N/P)–595m (Trainers need to nom “No Best 8” if do not want to be considered)
$6,320 FFA – 730m
27-Aug-21
Gawler
$1,430 Dogs Grade 5 – 400m
Friday
(Twilight-TAB) $2,565 Maiden/Grade 6 – 643m
Prov1
29-Aug-21
GOTBA
Sunday
Virginia-Day
Mt Gambier Prov 1 Grading & prizemoney
(Day-TAB) $1,345 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
(3 x 305m race – 1x Young Star Maiden, 1 x Juvenile and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
Prov1
Murray Bridge $1,255 Maiden – 395m
(Night -TAB) $1,540 Grade 6 Bitches– 455m
Prov1
$2,265 Special Event – 530m (N/P)
$2,565 Mixed N/P – 680m

TRACK

DATE

AUGUST 2021

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.5

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

600+

Mix–
730m
$2,565

(Feat.)

700+

Thur-26-Aug

Thur-26-Aug

Wed-25-Aug

Tues-24-Aug

Wed-25-Aug
Box Draw Thur

Tues-24-Aug

Mon-23-Aug

Mon-23-Aug

GRSA
NOMS
CLOSE

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2 (TG)

01-Sep-21
Wednesday

Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens,
1-4 wins and 5 or more wins, 600m (0-2 wins of possible). Specific grades of greyhounds are not
considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves determined by the
Grader. No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions. Distances above 400m

Mt Gambier Prov 1 Grading & prizemoney
(Day-TAB) $1,540 Heats Grade 6 (1-3 wins only)–512m (Final 12/9/21)
(Feat.)
$1,345 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
Prov1
(3 x 305m race – 1x Young Star Maiden, 1 x Juvenile and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
Gawler $2,565 Mixed – 643m
(Night-TAB) $1,255 Heats Winning Formula Maiden – 400m (Final 12/9/21)
(Feat.)
Prov1
Angle Park $1,450 Heats Open Maiden – 530m (Final 13/9/21)
(Night-TAB) $1,755 Grade 5 - 595m
(Feat.)
City B

09-Sep-21
Thursday

Mt Gambier Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three
(Day-TAB) categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins, 600m (0-2 wins of possible). Specific grades
Prov2 (TG) of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney.
Reserves determined by the Grader. No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading”
published conditions. Distances above 400m

must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

07-Sep-21 Murray BridgeSTRAIGHT TRACK
Tuesday
(Day-TAB) $840 Heats Daish Irrigation & Fodder Grade 6 – 300m ($100 voucher provided by Daish
Irrigation to winning connections of the Final. Final 14/9/21)
Prov2
$880 Heats Grade 5 – 350m (Final 14/9/21)
08-Sep-21
Gawler $1,430 Novice (0- 4 wins. N/P. No higher than G5) – 643m
Wednesday (Day-TAB) $1,055 Free For All – 400 metres (Grade 5 greyhounds must nominate for this event)
(PATHWAY RACES Flattened Stakes– All eligible greyhounds will be considered for some races. Trainers
Prov2

06-Sep-21
Monday

05-Sep-21
Sunday

$890 Six Fastest Forward (1-4 Wins) Heats – 342m (Max 4 Heats - $1,430 Final Monday 13/9/21.
Selected from Worst to Best of this category. Final field will be a 6-dog field plus reserves, comprising of
the greyhounds running the fastest times in the heats, regardless of their finishing position in those heats)

(Feat.)

MAIDEN

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

$880 Bitches Grade 5– 400m
$1,055 Free For All – 400 metres (Grade 5 greyhounds must nominate for this event)
$1,430 Maiden/Grade 6 – 643m

FEATURES /HEATS

Angle Park $7,500 Kings & Queens Final – 530m (For dogs & bitches whelped between 1st March 2019
(Night-TAB) and 31st May 2019. Special Conditions apply depending upon nominations. Heats 26/8/21)
$3,585 Grade 5 Masters–530m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must have raced
City A
previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher will have preference)
$2,465 Open Maiden – 530m
03-Sep-21 Murray Bridge $1,540 Heats Grade 6 – 455m (Final 10/9/21)
Friday (Twilight-TAB) $1,345 Juvenile – 395m
Prov1
$2,565 Mixed– 680m
04-Sep-21 Angle Park Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins &
Saturday
(Day-TAB) 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with
Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time
Prov2
Based Grading” published conditions.
(TG)

02-Sep-21
Thursday

TRACK

DATE

September 2021

Juvenile-530m
$1,540

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

JUV-1/9/19
Or as listed

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

SA Bred
G5 400m (Feat.)
$930

(Feat.)

Gr.5
Bitches
530m
$1,645

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.5

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Graded 595m

(Feat.)

600+

Wed-1-Sep

Tues-31-Aug

Wed-1-Sep

Tues-31-Aug

Mon-30-Aug

Mon-30-Aug

Fri-27-Aug

NOMS
CLOSE

GRSA

Mon-6-Sep

Fri-3-Sep

Thur-2-Sep

Mix -730m
Thur-2-Sep
$2,565

Open 730m
$6,320

700+

Grader. No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions. Distances above 400m

(PATHWAY RACES Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for some races.
Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

MAIDEN

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

Mt Gambier Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories.
(Day-TAB) Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins, 600m (0-2 wins of possible). Specific grades of greyhounds are
Prov2 (TG) not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves determined by the

Based Grading” published conditions.

FEATURES /HEATS

Angle Park $5,150 Heats BGC Industrial Cleaning Supplies SA Derby – 530m – Group 3 (For dogs
(Night-TAB) whelped on or after 1st June 2019. Maiden greyhounds are ineligible. $35,000 Final 16/9/21)
City A
$5,150 Heats Coffex Coffee Oaks – 530m – Group 3 (For bitches whelped on or after 1st June
2019. Maiden greyhounds are ineligible. $35,000 Final 16/9/21)
$2,465 Open Maiden – 530m
Murray Bridge $1,645 Grade 6 Final – 455m (Heats 3/9/21)
(Twilight-TAB) $1,345 Heats Grade 6– 395m (Final 17/9/21)
Prov1
$2,265 Special Event – 530m (N/P – Grade 5 needs to nominate to be considered)
$2,565 Open – 680m
GOTBA Preludes Oaks & Derby (For bitches and dogs whelped on or after 1/7/19. Conditions apply)
Virginia - Day
Mt Gambier Prov 1 Grading & prizemoney
(Day-TAB) $1,645 Grade 6 (1-3 wins only) Final –512m (Heats 5/9/21)
Prov1
$1,345 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
(3 x 305m race – 1x Young Star Maiden, 1 x Juvenile and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
Gawler $1,430 Winning Formula Maiden Final – 400m (Heats 5/9/21)
(Night- TAB) $1,530 SA Owned Gr.5 - 400m
Prov1
$1,540 Grade 6 – 531m (1 – 3 wins only)
Angle Park $1,645 Open Maiden Final – 530m (Heats 6/9/21)
(Night-TAB) $1,430 Six Fastest Forward (1-4 Wins) Final – 342m (Conditions apply. Heats Sat 4/9)
City B
$1,645 Maiden/Grade 6 – 595m
$1,645 Masters Grade 5-530m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom must raced prev 6
months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher will have pref. N/P)
Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
(Day-TAB) $880 Daish Irrigation & Fodder Grade 6 Final – 300m ($100 voucher provided by Daish
Prov2
Irrigation to winning connections of the Final. Heats 7/9/21)
$1,055 Grade 5 Final – 350m (Heats 7/9/21)
Gawler Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins
(Day-TAB) & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with
Prov2 (TG) Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time

TRACK

Angle Park $35,000 Final BGC Industrial Cleaning Supplies SA Derby – 530m – Group 3 (Hts 9/9/21)
(Night-TAB) $35,000 Final Coffex Coffee Oaks – 530m – Group 3 (Hts 9/9/21)
$3,915 Mixed Masters - 530m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6
City A
months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher will have pref. All grades eligible. N/P)
$2,465 Open Maiden – 530m
$5,595 Free For All – 595m (Non Penalty)
17-Sep-21 Murray Bridge$2,125 Special Event – 455m (N/P)
Friday (Twilight-TAB) $1,430 Grade 6 Final – 395m (Heats 10/9/21)
Prov1
$2,565 Open – 680m

16-Sep-21
Thursday

15-Sep-21
Wednesday

14-Sep-21
Tuesday

13-Sep-21
Monday

12-Sep-21
Sunday

10-Sep-21
Friday

09-Sep-21
Thursday

DATE

September 2021

(Feat.)

JUV-1/9/19
Or as listed

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6

OTHER

600+

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Own
G5 530m (Feat.)
$3,785

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Mix-643m
$2,565

(Feat.)

SA Bred
Grade 5 Grade 5
(Feat.)
595m
530m
$3,915
$3,785

GR.5

Wed-8-Sep

Tue-7-Sep

Wed-8-Sep

(Drawn Thurs)

Tue-7-Sep

Mon-6-Sep

NOMS
CLOSE

GRSA

Open 730m
$6,320

Tues-14-Sep

Mon-13-Sep

Mon-13-Sep

Fri-10-Sep

Thur-9-Sep

Mix - 731m
Thur-9-Sep
$2,565

Mixed 730m
$6,320

700+

(PATHWAY RACES Flattened Stakes– All eligible greyhounds will be considered for some races. Trainers
must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

MAIDEN

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

Gawler $1,060 Bitches Mixed – 531m
(Day-TAB) $880 Masters Grade 5 – 400m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom - must have raced
previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. N/P)
Prov2

Mt Gambier Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three
(Day-TAB) categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins, 600m (0-2 wins of possible). Specific grades
Prov2 (TG) of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney.
Reserves determined by the Grader. No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading”
published conditions. Distances above 400m
Angle Park Match Race Series (SA v VIC) - 530m (Special Event – No Penalty. 4 greyhounds from SA
(Night-TAB) verses 4 greyhounds from Vic. 4 - Match Races @ $4,000 - $4,750 each. Overall Winner
($7.5k, $2.5k, $1k). Match Race conditions as advertised. These conditions may change due to
City A
COVID and Border restrictions)
(* Winner of Eastar Match Race series at Gawler in April will take 1 SA spot if nominated.
(Feat.)
Winner of the SA State of Origin (SA or VIC greyhound) will be guaranteed a spot into the
Group 1 Adelaide Cup Final 8/10. Bypass the Heats. Conditions apply)
$2,465 Open Maiden – 530m
$3,915 Heats Restricted Wins Feature – 595m (0-6 wins only at time of nomination. $5,595
Final 30/9/21)

23-Sep-21
Thursday

(Feat.)

22-Sep-21
Wednesday

Some Timed Graded Races- “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories.
Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for
Maidens. Races – Non-Penalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader.
There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.
TRAINERS MUST NOMINATE FOR TG

21-Sep-21 Murray BridgeSTRAIGHT TRACK
Tuesday
(Day-TAB) $880 Grade 5 Masters – 300m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom - must have raced
previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference)
Prov2
$805 Open Maiden – 350m

20-Sep-21
Monday

Normal Graded events

FEATURES /HEATS

Prov 1 Grading & prizemoney
$2,125 2021 Country Cup Heat – 512m (Greyhounds cannot have won 4 or more CITY A
Grade 5 or higher events at time of nomination (600m, 643m & 680m excluded). Also, they
cannot have won a Metro Grade 5 or higher interstate in last 6 mths. $7,500 G-Six Final at
(Feat.)
Angle Park over 530m 8/10/21. Special Conditions apply)
$1,345 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
(3 x 305m race – 1x Young Star Maiden, 1 x Juvenile and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
Gawler $1,540 Heats Grade 6 – 531m (Final Sun 26/9/21)
(Night-TAB) $1,525 Heats Mixed 4/5 – 400m (Final Sun 26/9/21)
Prov1
Angle Park $2,200 Heats Classic 2021 Prelude (1) – 530m (SA Bred whelp Jul 19 to Dec 19 & paid up for
(Night-TAB) Classic 2021. Final 27/9/21)
(Feat.)
$1,255 Open Maiden – 342m
City B

Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov1

18-Sep-21
Saturday

19-Sep-21
Sunday

TRACK

DATE

September 2021

Juvenile-400m
$840

SA Owned
G6 - 342m
$1,445

SA Own
G5 400m
$930
(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

Juvenile 400m $1,345

(Feat.)

GR.5

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6

(Feat.)

JUV-1/9/19
Or as listed

(Feat.)

Mixed 595m

600+

Wed-15-Sep

Tues-14-Sep

Wed-15-Sep

NOMS
CLOSE

GRSA

Mixed 730m Mon-20-Sep
$6,320

Mon-20-Sep

Fri-17-Sep

Thur-16-Sep

Mix– 730m
$2,565 Thur-16-Sep

700+

TRACK

FEATURES /HEATS

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.5

(Feat.)
SA Own G6
400m $1,445
(Feat.)

GR.6

(Feat.)

JUV-1/9/19
Or as listed

(Feat.)

MAIDEN

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

24-Sep-21 Murray Bridge $2,125 2021 Country Cup Heat – 530m (Greyhounds cannot have won 4 or more CITY A
Friday (Twilight-TAB) Grade 5 or higher events at time of nomination (600m, 643m & 680m excluded). Also, they
Prov1
cannot have won a Metro Grade 5 or higher interstate in last 6 mths. $7,500 G-Six Final at
Angle Park over 530m 8/10/21. Special Conditions apply)
$1,450 Maiden – 455m
26-Sep-21
GOTBA Oaks & Derby (For bitches & dogs whelped on or after 1/7/19. To be graded on Coursing form)
Sunday Virginia - Day Waterloo Cup (Open - Conditions apply)
Mt Gambier Prov 1 Grading & prizemoney
(Day-TAB) $1,430 Heats Grade 5 - 400m (Final 3/10/21)
$1,345 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
Prov1
(3 x 305m race – 1x Young Star Maiden, 1 x Juvenile and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
Gawler $1,855 Mixed 4/5 Final – 400m (Heats 19/9/21)
(Night-TAB) $1,645 Grade 6 Final – 531m (Heats 19/9/21)
Prov1
27-Sep-21 Angle Park $4,500 Classic 2021 Prelude (1) Final – 530m (SA Bred whelp July 19 to Dec 19 & paid up for
Monday
(Night-TAB) Classic 2021. Heats 20/9/21)
$1,645 Grade 5 Masters – 530m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom - must have
City B
raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher will have preference)
$1,540 Juvenile– 530m
$1,450 Open Maiden – 530m
28-Sep-21 Murray BridgeSTRAIGHT TRACK
Tuesday
(Day-TAB) $920 Heats Mixed 3/4/5 – 300m (Final 5/10/21)
Prov2
$805 Heats Maiden – 300m (Final 5/10/21)
29-Sep-21
Gawler $2,125 2021 Country Cup Heat – 531 (Greyhounds cannot have won 4 or more CITY A Grade
Wednesday (Day-TAB) 5 or higher events at time of nomination (600m, 643m & 680m excluded). Also, they cannot
Prov2
have won a Metro Grade 5 or higher interstate in last 6 mths. $7,500 G-Six Final at Angle Park
over 530m 8/10/21. Special Conditions apply)
$840 Grade 6 – 400m (For greyhounds who have won 1 race or Maiden Heat and Final)
$1,055 Mixed Masters – 400m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom - must have raced
previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. All grades eligible. N/P)
30-Sep-21 Mt Gambier Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three
Thursday
(Day-TAB) categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins, 600m (0-2 wins of possible). Specific grades
Prov2 (TG) of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney.
Reserves determined by the Grader. No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading”
published conditions. Distances above 400m
Angle Park $14,275 Heats TAB Adelaide Cup - 530m (Best greyhounds nominated. Special Conditions.
(Night-TAB) $145,250 Group 1 Final Friday 8/10/21. Winner of Match Race Series 23/9/21 will be
City A
guaranteed a spot into the Group 1 Adelaide Cup Final 810. Bypass the Heats.
Conditions apply)
$2,465 Open Maiden – 530m
$5,595 Restricted Wins Feature Final– 595m (0-6 wins only at time of nomination. Hts 23/9/21)

DATE

September 2021

Mix - 595m FFA $4,240
730m
(Feat.)
$6,320

Mon-27-Sep

Mon-27-Sep

Fri-24-Sep

Thur-23-Sep

Mixed 730m Thur-23-Sep
$2,565

Mix 6/5 595m
$1,755

Tues-21-Sep

(Drawn Thurs)

Wed-22-Sep

Tues-21-Sep

NOMS
CLOSE

GRSA

Wed-22-Sep

700+

Mixed 643m
$2,565

600+

48 Kennel Capers edition055

